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SUMMARY ." "

This study was aimed at achieving a better understanding

of the defects in ,-quartz crystals that affect their frequency j
stability. The principal techniques used were electrical

conductivity and dielectric loss measurements, both of which

are largely controlled by alkalis present to compensate for

3+substitutional Al In order to deal with just one alkali

species at a time, samples studied were swept with either Li+

or Na

The results involve considerable information about Al-Na

and Al-Li bound pairs in the crystal, about alkalis freed from

these pairs that give rise to the conductivity, and about the

-* defects (which include electrons and holes) produced by X-ray

*. irradiation of these crystals. The Al-Na pairs can exist in

two configurations (CA and () with the Na on opposite sides of

the A104 tetrahedron, off the C2 symmetry axis. In Al-Li,

P. however, the Li+ sits on the C2 axis. The alkalis freed at

high temperature give rise to the conductivity and involve a

higher activation energy for Li+ than for Na+. Finally, upon

irradiation, liberated alkalis form new centers which produce a

striking low-temperature dielectric loss peak. The use of

computer simulation calculations has also been shown to be a

helpful adjunct to the electrical measurements.
.. b



I. INTRODUCTION .

In attemrt-ng to understand the various point defects in a-quartz

crystals which affect their frequency stability, we have emphasized the

use of to electrical techniques: electrical conductivity measurement

and dielectric relaxation. The most important impurity appears to be A13+
4+ 3substituting for Si Because of the difference in ionic charge, each AlA.

is campensated by the presence of either an interstitial alkali ion, Na+ or
+ +<[

Li , or a proton H+ which together with an oxygen ion forms an OH- bond. In

order to avoid, as much as possible, the complexity of having more than one of

these three ccipensating ions present in the crystal, this wrk has focused

on studying samples that have been electrodiffused, or "swept", with either Na+ ,

Li+ , or H In addition, most of the work has been done on samples that had

been characterized by other techniques such as infrared (IR) measurements

*(whicL detect various OH- configurations), internal friction ( which detects

Al-Na and other defects) and electron spin resonance (ESR) (which detects Al-hole

centers after irradiation). These other techniques have been utilized at the ..

Rame Air Development Center (Hanscomn AFB) and at Oklahoma State University.

Accordingly, many of the samples studied at Columbia were interchanged with

these two groups in order to achieve the most camplete characterization possible.

With such collaborations, we have been able to show that the electrical tech-

niques yield considerable additional information that compliments the other
techniques. i

II. REVIEW OF RESULTS

The work under this contract has resulted in several papers which are

listed on page 8 of this report. The present review will merely summarize

the principal results and conclusions, and referring to the specific papers

for details. The work naturally divides itself up into that on dielectric

2
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relaxation versus that on conductivity, and also of work on unirradiated crystals

versus that on irradiated crystals. The subsections of this report are labeled

accordingly. .

A. Dielectric Relaxation of Unirradiated Crystals

(Papers 1, 2 and 5)

A detailed study was made of the two loss peaks that are caused by the -

Al-Na defect. These peaks, known as the a and a peaks, occur at 30 K and

75.4 K, respectively, for a frequency of 1 kHz. They are very sharp peaks

(almost perfect Debye relaxations) and are shown to correspond to two inequivalent

and 6 configurations whereby the Na+ sits on opposite sides of the A1O distorted
4

tetrahedron.

Precise values of the activation energies (50 and 127 meV, respectively)

and the frequency factors for the two peaks were obtained. In addition, it

was conclusively demonstrated (see Paper 5) that the a and 1 configurations are

not in equilibrium below room teaperature, showing that a high activation energy

is involved for the Na+ to pass across the tetrahedron fron a to 1 or fram 3 to .-
*- .*.%

The two peaks were calibrated in tens of the absolute concentrations of

Al-Na in both the a and 1 configurations, so that henceforth these peaks can

be used to quantitatively detennine these defect concentrations.

In the case of Li + swept sairples, no peaks were found (to a good precision).

It is thus possible to conclude that for Al-Li, the Li + ion sits on the 2-fold .

symnetry axis of the A10 4 tetrahedron, unlike the Al-Na case.

Preliminary relaxation experimnts were carried out on an anethyst crystal

(containing Fe3). A new relaxation peak in this crystal was found near 100K

(for 1 kHz). It is close to a Debye peak and has an activation energy of 0.19 eV.

It is reasonable to associate this peak with the presence of iron, but to deter-

mine just how the alkali is related requires further study.

3 ..
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B. Conductivity of Unirradiated Crystals

(Papers 1 and 3)

It has been known for same time that electrical conduction in unirradiated

quartz is ionic in nature and takes place by migration of alkali ions under the C .

applied electric field.

A whole series of measurements were made on various crystals: natural

and cultured; high, medium and low aluminum; Li-swept and Na-swept. It was

shown that the activation energy is somewhat higher for Li-swept than for Na-

swept samples (by about 0.06eV) showing that the association energy EA of the

Al-Li pair is higher than that of the Al-Na pair. Very low (% 2 orders of

magnitude lower) conductivities were found for H-swept and ultra-high purity

(General Electric, UK) crystals. Yet both of these latter crystals showed

the activation energy (1.42 eV) characteristic of Li conduction, indicating

that conduction was still taking place by migration of residual Li +.

The failure of the conductivity to vary monotonically with the alkali

content, as well as detailed analysis of the magnitude of the pre-exponentials

of the conductivity, support a model (advanced by Jain and Ncwick) in which same L

3++ +of the Al present is compensated by defects other than M+ or H (possibly

oxygen-ion vacancies). Only in terms of such a model can the conductivity

be interpreted quantitatively.

C. Canputer Simulation Calculations

Recently we have begun a joint progrna with Dr. C.R.A. Catlow of University

College London (UK) to carry out computer simulated defect calculations for

,t-quartz crystals (with support from a NATO travel grant). These methods have

previously been applied with great success to the study of various halides and

oxides whose bonding is largely ionic. In the case of quartz, where bonding is

4



partially covalent, it has been necessary to introduce three-body, angle

dependent, terms. Preliminary calculations have been carried out showing that:

a) the Li + in AI-Li sits on the 2-fold symmetry axis, while Na+ in Al-Na

is off the axis in two inequivalent positions ( a and ) on opposite sides

of the A10 4 tetrahedron;

b) the cxB and a-a jumps for Al-Na involve a high activation energy .

( 1.4 eV);

c) the association energy for Al-Li is considerably higher than that

for Al-Na, so that the net activation energy for conductivity of Na-swept

samples is lower than that for Li-swept.

All of these results of the calculations agree very well with the experi-

mental results quoted earlier.

D. Dielectric Relaxation of Irradiated Crystals

(Papers 1, 2 and 4)

Irradiation was carried out using X-rays from a tungsten target tube run

6
at 40 kV and 20 mA. Doses were in the vicinity of 2 x 10 rads.

In Na swept samples, roan temperature irradiation greatly lowers or elimin-,. "

ates the Al-Na peaks and replaces them with a very low temperature peak (near

9 K) which we will henceforth call the "irradiation peak". A similar irradiation

peak is also observed in Li-swept samples but it does not occur at exactly the

same temperature as in the Na-swept sample. Further, the irradiation peaks in

a natural crystal (both Na and Li swept) occur at higher temperatures than do

those in the cultured (Toyo) crystal studied. The annealing behavior of the

irradiation peak is also different for Li-swept and Na-swept samples (see paper 2).

The irradiation peaks show considerable distortion fram the usual behavior, . _

on 1/T plots. Detailed study has shown thatthis is due to quantum effects,

particularly below 6 K, such that the relaxation time no longer follows

5
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Arrhenius behavior but instead goes as I/T. The latter behavior is characteristic

of quantum mechanical phonon-assisted tunneling.

It has been concluded that the irradiation peaks may be due to alkalis

thait are freed fran AI-M defects and have captured electrons. On the other

hand they may be due to Al-hole centers, but because of differences in the peak

for different samples (Li vs. Na, natural vs. cultured) the peak would then

have to be regarded as an Al-hole center perturbed by the presence of other defects.

Further investigations now under way are aimed at resolving the question of

the origin of the irradiation peak. In any case, the quantum behavior and the very

low peak temperature suggests that the jumping entity is the electronic camponent

(electron or hole) of the defect involved.

E. Conductivity of Irradiated Crystals

(Paper 3)

In one set of experiments samples were irradiated below roam temperature

(between 150 and 250 K) and conductivity measured in situ as a function of "

tenperature immediately thereafter. The conductivity at these low temperatures

is enhanced by the irradiation (relative to the unirradiated) by a factor as
l11 "

high as 10, a truly spectacular effect! The conductivity imnediately following

irradiation repeatedly shows a unique activation energy of 0.29 ± 0.01 eV.

As the temperature is raised the conductivity continues to anneal.

Irradiation above 200 K is expected to free alkalis which should then

contribute to the enhanced conductivity. However, 150 K irradiation produces a

higher conductivity than 210 K irradiation, although alkalis have been shown

(in work at Oklahama State) not to be freed at 150 K.

The remaining conductivity experiments were carried out by irradiating at

roan temperature and making measurements at higher temperatures. In this study,

a surprising cross-over effect was found, in which the conductivity anneals to

6
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values below that of the unirradiatcd sample and then (above '% 500 K) anneals

*upard.

The totality of evidence from both sets of conductivity experiments, both .

below and above roam temperature, favors not alkalis but free holes (polarons)

as carriers immediately after irradiation. The cross over is then due to the

annealing out of the holes and the restoration of alkali-controlled conduction..

The unique activation energy of 0.29 eV is then attributed to polaron hole migration.

Evidence in the literature from photoelectron spectroscopy studies seems to

support these ideas, but further work is still required to firmly establish the

defect rnechanisn.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The study of electrical properties, specifically conductivity and dielectric

loss, both before and after irradiation, has been shown to provide powerful

techniques for evaluating the nature and properties of defects in a-quartz

crystals. This is especially true when swept crystals are studied and when the

electrical measurements are ccuplinented by other techniques, e.g. IR, ESR and

internal friction.

Our studies have produced detailed information about the structure and

properties of Al-Na and Al-Li defects, and about the effects of irradiation in

generating different defects involving electrons and holes. The use of canputer

simulation calculations has also been shown to be useful in understanding these

defects.

Continued use of both the electrical measurements and computer siwlation

in conjunction with other experimental techniques promises to reveal considerably

more information about defects in quartz and the manner in which they are altered

by irradiation.

7
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DIELECTRIC LOSS OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS
ELECTRODIFFUSED WITH EITHER Na' OR Li'

J. TOULOUSE- and A. S. NOWICK .4-

Henry Krumb School of Mines. Columbia I I niversity. New York. NY 1(1(127. [( S.,A,

(Re'eived I I April 1985 acc(t('jie lt) IWar 19-5)

Abstract-Dielectric relaxation techniques were used in order to better understand the behavior of'defecis
that affect the frequency stability of 0-quartz crystals. Crystals were studied that have been swept (electro-
diffused) either with Na or with L-i*. The Na-swept samples showed two well-known loss peaks (called ,
and 4)t due to the Al-Na pair, corresponding to the Na' ion. respectisely. in nn and nnn interstitial sites
about a substitutional Al " ion. Precise activation energies and preexponentials were obtained by comparison
with analogous anelastic loss peaks. It was also flound that the wil~ equilibrium is frTozvn-iri below 300 K and
can be varied, bs heat treatment. Values of the components of the dipole moment of the ,o and 0' pairs were
determined, and absolute calibrations obtained for the two peaks. In the case of the i-swept samplcs,
however, there were no peaks present, from which it was concluded that Ibi the A- I.i pair. the I i' ion sits
on the twofold smmetr axis of the AIP, tetrahedron

Aeitaords dielectric relaxation, a-quartz. electrodiffusion. dielectric lo,,s, point detects

1. INTRODUCTION resides about the A10 4 tetrahedron in one of two ine-

Crystalline quartz has become the foremost material qti,,alent positions: t (nn position) and J1 (nnn post-

in ultrasonic devices and precision frequency standards. lion). Because the tetrahedron is distorted, its only
Most high-stability oscillators use quartz crystals as a symmetry is a twold rotation axis ('2), as shown in
frequency standard and often there are very severe de- i. 1. Consequently, there exists on each tetrahedron

mands made on their frequency stability. As a result two equivalent i and two n sies, and the relaxation
* . of such applications there has been a renewed interest processes insolve reorientation among these config-

in fundamental studies of quartz, and in particular, urations. ,

S-'. in the nature and behavior of point defects that are Stcvels and Volger [71 also reported a loss peak at
present. 60 K which they attributed to the AI-Li defect, and

Perhaps the most important defects in quartz involve Fraser I I I reported an anelastic peak attributed to Li.Pan te impuritystiprtntigfect S ine uathe ivolv In all of this earlier work there was no control by
an At'* impurity substituting for Si"'. Since the Al has the investigator of the type of alkali present in the crys-
a lower valence than Si. an additional defect is required tae A method called elect rod i tfusion or "sweeping"
for charge compensation. This is usually provided by had e itodced [ I ff4, i n or makings
an interstitial alkali ion (mainly Na4 and Li ) or by sible the substitution of one alkali for another, by ap-
SH". The alkali becomes bound to the Al by coulombic plying an electric field parallel to the c-axis of the crys-

.*'- attraction to form an AI-M' pair, while H forms an
OH bond near the Al. The presence of the Al-OH taining the desired alkali is placed at the sample-anode

__ defect is detectable hy infrared measurements 11-31. nife pir to the smeniq e s
The study of alkalis in quartz is particularly important, rntly ee rine by Mrtinly 11. and tilie inrecently been refined by Martin 112], and utilized in ?.;X
since frequency drifts under irradiation have been the present work to produce samples in which virtually ,
shown to be related to their presence [3-61. all of the At" is compensated either by Na' or by Li

The pioneering work of Stevels and Volger (71 re-
* sealed a pair ofdielectric loss peaks at low temperatures tiaelyI thisw e comlit oaving bot a- ,,

that could be attributed to the AI-Na defect. These lively). In this way. the complexity of having both al-

73 peaks, appearing at 38 and 95 K for a frequency of 32 kalis present at the same time can be avoided.
; kl. have been termed the a and peaks, respetively, In this paper we report on a study, by dielectric re-

k'.tae a e o n term so the enerl laxation measurements, of both Na-swept and Li-sweptDe-tailed analyst:% ofthew' peak% in terms of the generalqurzryts.Tewronhea-wp mp-

theory of relaxation phenomena 18) was given by quartz crystals. The work (n the Na-swepT samplesthcoy o relxaton henoenaIS]was ive by leads to a more detailed understanding of the AI-Na

Nowick and Stanley [91 and further measurements and ledtoamrdtieduesanngf hA-N
analsiswer reortd b Par an Noick110. A defect than had hitherto been achieved. The study ofanalysis were reported by Park and Nowick 10. A Li-swept samples was aimed at determining whether

related pair of anelastic peaks has also been observed or not thsre are analogous oim % peaks attriutable to
in A Ucut resonators oscillating at 5 MHz [II 12]. All o:':" of these results support a model in which a Na ° ion thlli eet

",:: + Present address: Physics Department, Lehigh University. Dielectric loss can arise from defects which have a ,

Bethlehem. PA 18015. lower point symmetry than that of the crystal in which ,



J. TOULOUSE and A. S. NowICK

the Al-Na pair is responsible for two separate relaxation
peaks, which we here call the a and 0 peaks, inevitably

Bmeans that the pair exists as two nonequivalent triclinic
c L ... species (a and 0) each of which can undergo reonien-

y ¢2 tation under a field. Nowick and Stanley (9] have given

A Dexpressions for the relaxation magnitudes in such a

SL situation under the reasonable assumption that the
"0 fastest interstitial jump is that between the two a defect

S.... orientations on a given A10 4 tetrahedron. This results
A&" in low-temperature relaxations whose magnitudes in-

0 volve only the dipole moments of the a defects, and
2 consequently the higher temperature (slower) relaxa-

tion involving only the 0 defect. They showed that the

relaxation magnitudes for the lower temperature are

Fig. I. Schematic diagram showing part of the unit cell of a- given by

quartz containing an A10 4 tetrahedron with Al3 substituted
for Si'". This distorted tetrahedron contains a single twofold 6= N,03'/ T: 6 = No422/2(okT (3a)

symmetry axis (in the x direction), designated C2.

and for the higher temperature, by

thc. reside [8]. Such defects possess several crystallo- bu = N pl2/lok-T, & = N,,#2/2eokT, (3b)
graphically equivalent orientations, among which they '-/.'-'.b
may reorient preferentially in the presence of an electric wher
held. If the electric field is sinusoidal with angular fre- where to is the permittivity of vacuum, &I and &I are

quency w. one or more peaks will usually occur in the the relaxations for directions, respectively, parallel and

dielectric loss, tan 6 which obey the well-known Debye perpendicular to the crystallographic c-axis, and sub-

equation: scripts or superscripts a and 0 refer to the a and .-
relaxations, respectively. Thus N, and N are the con-

hi W centrations (numbers/volume) of a and # defects, 1,13
tan A I + W (I) and u2 (for defects a and fl) are the components of the

dipole moments in directions z and y, respectively (see

where i, is the dielectric constant observed at high Fig. I). Under equilibrium conditions, the quantities
frequencies. bi is called the relaxation of the dielectric N. and Np at a given temperature are related by L
constant and r is the relaxation time given by

N#IN. = exp(-AglkT), (4)
r voexp(-tl/kT). (2)

where 4g is the difference in the binding free energy

Here II is the enthalpy of activation, k T has its usual of AI-Na pair in the P and a configurations. Note,
meaning, and vo is the effective frequency factor, which from eqn (I), that each of the four respective peak
includes a term containing the entropy of activation, heights tan 6.. is given by

In ar-quartz, which has trigonal symmetry, the high-
est site symmetry is that of the Si ion. This site is tan 6,,. = bf/2, (5)
monoclinic and involves a two-fold (C2 ) axis which is
taken along the .x-axis. The Si4 ' sits at the center of a with the respective quantities 6& coming from eqn (3).
distorted SiO 4 tetrahedron. When All' is present, it A measurable ratio that will be particularly useful later
substitutes for an Si4 * at the tetrahedron center as is the ratio r of the heights of the a to the 0 peak (both
shown in Fig. I. If the Al' is compensated by an in- in the parallel orientation), which is equal to
tersitial alkali M' sitting nearby, this substitutional-
interstitial pair forms a triclinic defect so long as the 6-._ N. To t;30  (
M' is not located on the ('2-axis. Such a defect has six r ( 6 B T -,6)

equivalent orientations: two on each tetrahedron, and

three differently oriented tetrahedra (each rotated
through 120' from the other) in each unit cell. For the
defect to move from one tetrahedron to another, how-
ever, requires migration of the Al' ion. The activation 3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
energy for such a process is anticipated to be far too
high for such a jump to take place in the temperature 3.a Cry'~lul."

range of the present experiments. Accordingly, relax- A natural crystal and various cultured crystals were
ation occurs only by reorientation of the pair across used in this stud. The different crystals used, with
the C(2 axis of each tetrahedron, a process that requires their designations and sources, are listed in Table 1.
only an interstitial jump of the M + ion. The fact that The Al content, given in the last column, was obtained
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Dielectric loss of quartz crystals

Table 1. Crystals used in this work

Designation Source Remarks Al content (pM)

GEC General Electric (UK) ultra pure < 0.1

SQ-A Toyo Co. (Japan) - 13 - ;

S2 Sawyer Co. (U.S.) 13

NQ Arkansas Natural 70

HA-A USSR High Al 352

from the Al-Na peak heights, and the calibration which spectively, for a frequency of 1 ki1z. An example is
will be discussed later in this paper. given in Fig. 2 which compares the dielectric loss of a

All samples obtained from cultured crystals were natural (NQ) crystal as received (unswept) with that

taken from the :-growth regions. This region is usually after Li- and Na-sweeping. The two peaks are promi-
relatively homogeneous in its Al content. Two z-cut nent in the Na-swept sample, very small in the unswept.
samples with cross section of approximately 1.5 X 1.5 and absent in the li-swept sample. The locations as
cm 2 and thickness (parallel to the c-axis) between 1.0 well as the shapes of the two peaks are precisely repro-
and 1.8 mm were cut from each crystal. One of these ducible from %ample to sample. Figure 3 illustrates this
samples was swept with Li and the other with Na'. point by comparing normalized loss data for the ( peak -

(Ihe sweeping was carried out by Dr. J. Martin at in the natural NQ and the cultured SQ crystals. It is
Oklahoma State University.) Unless otherwise men- striking that the shapes of the two peaks are so nearly
tioned, all samples were :-cut so that the electric field identical in spite of the great difference in the origin .-

*was applied parallel to the c-axis of the crystal. of the crystals as well as the difference in absolute peak
height, tan h,,, which is six times larger for the natural

3.1b Aea',sreme.v crystal. A similar agreement in peak location and peak
Dielectric loss was measured using a three terminal shape is found for the 0 peak. Tlis kind of agreement

method. The terminals were a central electrode and a suggests that the two peaks are unique properties of
concentric outer guard ring on one face of the sample, the defects involved. The respective parameters derived
and a full electrode on the other. The diameter of the from the peak location, the peak width and the peak
central electrode was 6.6 mm and a gap of 0.2 mm height will now be considered in turn,
separated it from the guard ring. This configuration: Parameters of the a and /1 relavaiions'. The peak
guard ring width/gap width > 3, was designed to min- location is defined by the condition: wr I. By mea-
imize fringing field effects and produce a uniform field suring the peak temperature at several frequencies one
condition [131. Electrodes were painted on with En- can, in the usual way, obtain the activation enthalpy

glehard Co. silver ink, and cured at 400'C for and frequency factor of eqn (2). We have carried out i* ,..'

15 min. such dielectric measurements in the frequency range
Measurements were made using a General Radio from I to 10 kHz. In addition, it is well known that a ,**,:

type 1620A bridge assembly. The frequency range corresponding pair of peaks occurs in the acouslic loss,
covered extended from 20 Hz to 100 kHz. usually measured at 5 MHz and appearing at 53 and

The sample was placed inside a Janis Research Super 135 K, respectively [II, 121. Although the acoustic re-

Varitemp cryostat and connected to the bridge ter- laxations involve different relaxational modes (the E- .

minals with uninterrupted coaxial cables in order to type) than those of the dielectric relaxation (the A2- i-t(
provide continuous shielding of the leads. The shield type). it has been shown that the r-values of both re-
was itself connected to the bridge ground. After cooling laxation processes are the same [9]. Accordingly, in
the sample to liquid helium temperature, measure- Fig. 4 we have combined the acoustic and dielectric
ments were made during heating at a rate -0.01 K measurements to produce two Arrhenius plots, one
per 15 sec. Temperature T was monitored by reading for the a peak and the other for the P peak. Because
the potential drop across a silicon diode. The uncer- of the wide range of frequencies covered when the
tainty in T is ±0.05 K and the absolute error is within acoustic measurements are included, it is possible to
0.2 K. determine the quantities H and Po of eqn (2) with rel-

atively high precision. The values are given in Table
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 2. The lower-than-usual frequency factors P0 (- l0"

sec-') suggest that the interstitial Na* moves in a shal-
4.a Studv qf the AI-Na relaxations low well in both the a and 0 configurations.

In several :-cut (11 oriented) Na-swept samples, we The width of an ideal Debye peak in reciprocal tern-
have observed the pair of dielectric loss peaks due to perature units is 6 (liT) = 2.635k/H [14. Comparing
AI-Na pairs. These appear at 29.8 and 75.4 K, re- this theoretical width with the experimental one in Ta-

13
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Fig. 2. Dielectnc loss, tan 6. at I kHz of natural quartz (NQ) crystals that were unswept, Li-swept and Na-
swept. Note that the scale for the two lower curves is 20X larger than that for Lhe upper curve.

hie 2. we see that both the it and 0 peak widths are relevant data for the various Na-swept samples studied.
within 5% of the theoretical value and. as such, are It is striking that the a to # ratio varies significantly
among the best defined Debye-type peaks reported in among different samples, and is particularly higher for
the literature. The reason for the sharpness of the peaks the cultured samples than for the natural (NQ) sample.
can be related to the absence of defect interactions, It is noteworthy that the two extreme ratios. 16.8 for
probably because of the low defect concentrations and sample HA-A and 9.7 for NQ. were obtained after a
the high quality of the crystals. simultaneous cooling from 100 to 4.7 K, so that the

As already pointed out in Section 2. eqns (3) and difference cannot be related to equilibration between
(5), the peak heights are related to the concentrations the i and the 0 Al-Na defects in this low temperature -.

of defects in the two configurations, and to appropriate range. The results of Table 3 may be compared to a -.
components of the dipole moment vector. An inter- ratio of 14.8 reported by Park I 10) for a cultured crystal
esting parameter is the ratio r of the heights of the a and a range of ratios from -8 to 16 by Stevels and
and 0 peaks, given by eqn (6). Table 3 summarizes the Volger [7]. IN

30K PEAK .

. TOYO %

10 o NATURAL

a - 80

6 0

4a

Z 0 •*

a%

0.
o 0

0 - -

2.4 3.0 3.5 4.0
100/T

Fig 3. Comparison of the normalied a peaks for the natural (NO) and Toyo synthetic (SQ) Na-swept
% crytals. The absolute peak height is 6x higher for the NQ than for the SQ crystal. Frequency, I kHz.
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Dielectric loss of quartz crystals

r r -- . the Ag value to calculate how the height of the0 peak.

"I [ plotted as Ttan h,,. should change with temperature.
In particular. for the peaks measured at I and 10 kt,".

.O° " which appear respectively at 75.6 and 86.5 K, using

even the lower estimate Ag - 0.015 eV. it is readily
shown that they should difkr in magnitude by more

a * PEAK than 30%, Figure 5 shows, however, that these peak
heights are the same to within experimental error

-j-(- 2*). a result that is consistent with a trozen-in ratio
N,./N,. Even more striking is the expectation that the
peak must be asymmetric if N,, varies with temperature

• in accordance with eqn (4) as the peak is being traced 4
3 out. l'he logarithmic plot of Fig. 5, however. shows
10 K equal slopes on both sides. In fact, if N u were varying

according to eqn (4) with Ag - 0.0 15 eV. the slope on
the high temperature (low I /7') side of the graph would

TP" be at least 20"; less steep than that on the low-tem-
r perature side, as shown by the dashed curves in the .

figure. The peak would then he highly asymmetrical.
Figure 5 shows, however, that this is clearly not the

case.
3 These various observations lead to the firm conclu-

Uo, sion that the N,/N# ratio is frozen in from a temper-
ature above 300 K. Let us consider the implications

Fig. 4. Arrhenius plots (log w vs 1/1) for the i and 3 peaks. o. this conclusion. First, it leads to an estimate of Ag
including the data from acoustic loss measurements at 5 Ml-1z. 0f orhth iFrenc teen t a ad f con-0 I.08 eV fo~r the difference between the it and '1 con- ,. .:

figurations. It also has implications for the kinetics of -

From the theory, it is clear that if a --, l equilibrium the various interstitial jumps. As stated earlier, the re- -
exists during the measurements, the ratio N,,/N, should taxation rate associated with the ay peak is due to it
be the same for all crystals and therefore, the ratio r a reorientations. and is therefore controlled by the a
should be fixed. To further investigate this matter, we - it jump. Thus the value /1,, SO meV (we Table
annealed the Na-swept samples HA-A and NQ to- 2) is the activation enthalpy for this jump. The relax-
gether at 520*C for 0.5 h and then slowly cooled them ation rate associated with the 0 peak, on the other hand,
to room temperture over a period of 4 h. Following can be controlled either by direct 0 -- jumps or by W I
this treatment, the (5 to ji height ratio was redetermined it .-1 0 jumps, whichever is more rapid 191. If i "

and found to be 13.2 for HA-A and 13.7 for NQ. which provided the faster jumps, however, the ratio N/N,
may be regarded as the same within experimental error. would be in thermodynamic equilibrium throughout

It was also verified that the change in heights with this the measurement of the 11 peak, in contradiction to
treatment were not compensated by any change in our results. Thus, the # relaxation rate and its activation
widths of the peaks. It is concluded, therefore, that the enthalpy II0 = 127 meV must be related to the 0 ,
ratio N,,/Ni is not maintained in thermodynamic jump. Since the a-0 equilibrium is only established at . -
equilibrium during measurements below 100 K but is a considerably higher temperature. it must be con-
frozen in from a higher temperature (above 300 K). eluded that the enthalpies for the a - 13 and 8 - a

We have further tested this conclusion by a careful jumps are much larger than /I1. This conclusion can
examination of data on the d peak. If an a to 0 peak readily be understood in terms of the model of Fig. I.
height ratio - 14 corresponded to an equilibrium ratio Each SiP 4 tetrahedron is composed of four 01 ions
of N,,/N at - 75 K. then the difference in binding free that are equivalent in pairs. Two of them form long ** "
energy Ag would be 0.015-0.025 eV. The estimate is bonds with the central Si' (or A13' )and the other two,
readily obtained from eqn (6) and (4) allowing for rea- short bonds. It is reasonable to expect that the a and
sonable values for the ratio ( 3pV )2. We can then use 01 configurations involve the Na' ion placed on opposite

Table 2. Kinetic parameters of the a and d peaks and peak widths A 107)

H VO6(10 3/T) 6(10 3/T)

50(t2) 1.1 x 1012 4.53 4.75

12
a 127 (±2) 1.7 x 10 1.78 1.80

-a 15

Z-?1
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Iable 3. Peak heights of and 0 peaks in various Na-swcpt N,, (r/r') R,,
samples (for parallel orientation) N, - I (I)

tan 6 a-
max tanmax The problem in utilizing eqn (10) lies in the inca-

C surement of R,. with sufficient precision. The best . X'
Crystal (10 - 5  

tanmax measurement that we have is for the HA-A sample.
where r= 16.8 before heat treatment and r' - 13.2
afterwards. The corresponding ratio of the ,Y peaks was

R,, 1.010, the uncertainty in the quantity R,,
HA-A 777 16.8 being - ±50%. Inserting these values into eqn (10)
S 2 27.8 14,.3 gives N/N a = 26 and so, from eqn (6),

SQ-A 28.1 12.9 ,, = 0.51 (±0.1): 0)

NQ 151 i.e., the _component ofthe dipole moment is approx-

imately twice as great for the 0 as for the a configu-

ration. Note that, despite the very large experimental

sides of the tetrahedron, as proposed earlier [101. Thus, uncertainty in the quantity R., the estimated ratio

in both the a - a and the 0 - # jumps, the Na* u'j/ remains quite meaningful, due to the fact that

moves within the relatively open c-axis channel. For it enters squared in eqn (6).
the a , jumps, however, the Na* must cross over The result given by eqn (II) can serve as the basis

from one channel to the other, a much more energetic for the calculation of conversion factors which allow

process. us to obtain absolute values of N. and NA from the a

[hese conclusions are supported by recent computer and 0 peak heights. Halliburton and co-workers [16,

simulation calculations, which use the classical Born 171 have developed a method for determining the Al
model with additional three-body angle-dependent content of a quartz crystal by converting it entirely

terms 115). Preliminary results show, for the AI-Na into Al-hole centers through an appropriate irradiation

defect: (a) that there are stable ay sites and 0 sites on procedure. This center has a characteristic ESR spec-

opposite sides of the AIO4 tetrahedron: (b) that a-a trum which has been calibrated. In this way, they found
and 0-0 jumps involve low activation energies (<0.3 -A sample, taken from the same bar as our

eV): and (c) that (v-0 transitions require a much higher
activation energy (- 1.4 eV). lO- __, _,_,______"--

Dipole moments and calibrations. In the previous ,0
discussion, we made use of the ratio r of a to # peak
heights to establish the nonequilibrium status of these
defects at low temperatures. Because we were able to O
obtain two different values of r for the same sample
by different heat treatments, we are given an oppor- -
tunity to estimate the quantity p4/ji3 appearing in eqn O
(6), and then to calibrate the AI-Na concentration in so
both a and 1 configurations. CC

If we denote by r and r' two values of the ratio cor- I..
responding to two different treatments of the same
sample, we obtain from eqn (4): 10-4-

rir' = (N./N'.XN'IN.). (7)-.

Further, we introduce the ratio of a peak heights for
the two cases:

R. = tan 6:/tan 6 = N.IN'. (8) 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 18

100/T
and finally note that the total AI-Na defect concen-- '
tration must be conserved at a total value N,: Fig. 5. Plots of T tan 6 (with background subtracted) on a

logarithmic scale venus 1001T for the 0 peak in a Na-swept
crystal at I and 10 kHz. The dashed curve for the I kHz case

N. + No = N. + N'O = N,. (9) is calculated under the assumption that the enthalpy diffrence
between the a and P states is 0.0 15 eV and that a-0 equilib.
rium is always maintained. Under this same assumption the 0,

Combining eqns (7)-(9) we can obtain the ratio 10 kHz peak should be at least -30% higher than the I kHz .,

N,/ N : peak.
16
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sample, a value of 12.8 t 0.6 ppm Al. Because of the not obtainable from dielectric relaxation measure-
homogeneity of the :-growth region from which these ments since this is the component along the symmetry
samples were taken, and because of the proven eflec- (( axis (sec Fig. I) which is unchanged during any
tiveness of the sweeping procedure, we can assume it-0 or I-i jump of the Na' ion. Ncvertheless. con-
that our Na-swept SQ-A sample possessed the same sidering that the ionic radii of Al" and Na' are 0.51
Al content, entirely in the form ofAl.-Na pairs. In this and 0.97 A. respectively, the numbers obtained for Y,
case we have and i components are clearly too small. "",te a-!

The result that, if the dipole moment p is interpreted
C', + Co = C, = 12.8 ppm, as electronic charge multiplied by distance r, the mag-

nitude of that distance comes out tot) small. is actually v.
where the symbol C refers to concentration expressed a common problem in dielectric relaxation. Attempts

as a mole fraction (i.e. relative to the total Si concen- to deal with it by intr(oucing an internal h0ld corree- t
tration). Using the ratio of dipole moments given by tion (71 have not been particularly successful. The rea- .
eqn (11) and the ratio of peak heights r 12.9 (see son for these problems is that the proper definition of
Table 3), we obtain ' /C = 19.8. From the sum and A is given in macroscopic rather than atomislic terms.
the ratio of C, and C. we obtain C,, = 12.2 ppm and Specifically, the components ofiA are properly defined
C, = 0.62 ppm. Knowing the heights of the two di- in terms of an extra electric polarization per unit excess
electric loss peaks for the Na-swept SQ-A sample, we concentration of defects in a given orientation 18]. It
denve finally at the following calibrations: therefore does not follow that the p values so obtained

will come out to be simply the bare dipole moment.
C', (ppm) = (0.43 t 0.02) x 10' tan 105 i.e. e times the actual deiect dimensions, except in order

(12) of magnitude. (Also see 1181.) The relative values of
'# (ppm) = (0.29 ± 0.10) X 105 tan , these components, however, may be regarded as pro-

viding meaningful information on the coordinates of 1 "7
Note that the uncertainty in the calibration of the 1 the Na' ion about the A10, tetrahedron.
peak is large due to the large uncertainty in (p /u4),

A more practical calibration is to relate just the Y 4.b Searchlvr A/-I.i rda.wiions.
peak height to the total AI-Na concentration, since the In view of the usefulness of the Al-Na loss peaks to
a peak is the much larger one and it is more easily characterize the Al-Na defect pair and to monitor the
used to monitor the Al-Na content. Strictly, the result Na content, we have attempted to find similar peaks
depends on the a/[i ratio r, but variations in r produce due to Al-Li pairs. We have ac' irdingly examined a
only small changes in that calibration. Thus, taking r variety of unswept and Li-swept samples, both z-cut k

13 as an average value, we obtain and N-cut, over the entire range from 2.9 to 290 K.
In all of these experiments, no identifiable peak was , * '

C, (ppm) = (0.4 5S ± 0.03) X 103 tan A:., (13) found, in contrast to Stevels and Volger's claim [7] of
a Li peak at 60 K for a frequency of 32 kHz. The

which is not very different from the result for C,. in middle curve of Fig. 2 shows one of the better examples , .
eqn (12), since C, < C.. Since an a peak height of I of this search. For this Li-swept natural crystal with
X 10-5 is observable (see, e.g., the data for the unswept an Al content as high as 70 ppm, there is no sign of 'p,
sample in Fig. 2), one concludes that as few as 0.5 ppm any peak greater than 0.5 X 10' . Even the small flue-
of Al-Na centers may be detected by this method. tuations that appear in Fig. 2 were shown by repeated

Using the calibration constants of eqn (12) together experiments to be random and strictly part of the /.,' •
with eqns (I) and (3) and the requirement that WT background losses. It is noteworthy that a recent study
at the peak. enables us to obtain the dipole moment of anelastic loss at 5 MHz also finds no peaks for Li- --

as components p; and pp. as follows: swept crystals over a similar temperature range (121.
There is little doubt that AI-Li pairs are present, i.e.

-=5.4 X 10 - C-r. that the sweeping was successful, since there are no
d -0C-r (14) traces of Al-Na relaxations or of Al-OH infrared ab- " "

= 10.5 X -10 C-r. sorptions in such Li-swept samples. In view ofthe high
Al content of the samples studied, it follows that the

If we then simply set 3 - ez, where e is the electronic values of A2 and 13 that must be assigned to the AI-Li
charge and z the separation of charge in the : direction, defect are at least one order of magnitude smaller than
we obtain: z' = 0.34 A and zO = 0.66 A. the values for the Al-Na pair. The most reasonable

Equation (3) shows that the components 02 and poz conclusion is that these components are precisely zero, -
can be similarly obtained from measurements on sam- i.e. that the Li+ ion resides on the C2 axis of the distorted
pies oriented perpendicularly to the c-axis. Such mea- SiO 4 tetrahedron. The absence of relaxation is then
surements were made by Park [101 who showed that due to the fact that there is no possibility for reorien-
the anisotropy ratio (&,,/& ) for both the a and 0 peaks tation under an applied electric field. It is probably
is - 30. Accordingly, from eqn (3) we may obtain the because of the small size of the Li' ion (radius 0.68 A)
y components of the defect dipole moment, giving y, that it can reside on the C. axis between two oxygen %
- 0.10 A, y' = 0.18 A. The dipole components , are ions and closer to the Al4 than the Na* ion. Conse-
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quientls. we may expect that the hinding energy ofthe tion. it has been possible to calibrate the heights of the
Al-Li1 pair should be- higher than that ol the Al-Na (t and il peaks, as given by eqn (12).
pair.

Interestingly enough. a recent computer simulation .l-~ c''
study 1151. already mentioned earlier, has shown that. The absence of relaxations (both dielectric and ane-
whereas the Nat' sit% otf of the C,~ axis of the A10 4 lastic) in Li-swept crystals leads to the conclusion that.
tetrahedron, the I-C resides on (his axis. Furthermore, in contrast to (he case of Na', Li 'sits on the (2 axis
the hinding energy of the Al-I .i pair is about 0.45 eV of the A10 4 tetrahedron.
higher than that of the Al-Na pair.

It is satisfyving that. in this case, a negative experi- .I cknuw)itledg,nnls-T he authors are grateful to Professor Joel
mental result has led to detinite information about the Martin for carrying out the electrodilfusion on the vanous
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EFFECr OF ALKALI IONS ON ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND

DIELECTRIC LOSS OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS*

J. Toulouse. E.R. Green and A.S. Nowick
Henry Krumb School of Mines

Columbia University, New York 10027

Summary

Because of the importance of alkali ions in rela- also known.
8

ti,, t,, frequency stability of quartz resonators, we
,c investigated the electrical properties of various An important question is whether there are similar - -
,wept and Na-swept quartz crystals (both natural and loss peaks due to AI-Li pairs. Su.h a peak was claimed

.."I !.t I). These properties are of two types: diele:- by Stevels and Volge'r
5 

to he present at 60 K (for a
tri oss n a'.isrements, particolarly at cry,,genic frequency of 32 kHz). It, re Is a reed to confirm this
t, -'rntures. and electrical conductivity measured claim, since such a peak would provide a valuable method
t cr'een 100* and 400-C. In the case of the dielectric for characterizing the Li+ content of quartz crystals.
-ensurements. we studied the two well known loss peaks
.- to Al-Na pairs and established a calibration for The second property of interest is electrical con-n. Lower temperature peak (tan 6max ot 1.5 ;, 10-5 ductiyi nBejause of the large band gape% crystalline

,'riesponding to I ppm of AI-Na palrs)." High quality quartz ( 8 eV) such conductivity isi-entirely ionic, and
.v7thetic crystals and a natural crystal were found to is due to alkali ions that have broken away from Al-N
have primarily Li as compensation for Al in the as- pairs as a consequence of the dissociation equilibrium.
rown condition. The absence of an analogous AI-Li A detailed study by Jain and Nowick

9 
has shown some

111 leads to the conclusion that Li resides ou the interesting differences between natural and synthetic
-,:d symmetry axis of the Al0 4 tetrahedron to which crystals, in particular, a lower activation energy for

,s bound. Following irradiation, large loss peaks natural crystals.
-re lound, at 8.4 K for Na-swept and at 6.85 K for Li
.-wept crystals. These peaks may be useful to charac- Both electrical properties are strongly dependent
terize quartz crystals. upon the morphology of the alkali defect. which can be

modified by irradiation.
10  

Therefore we have also begun
,ihe ionic conductivity is different for Na and Li to investigate the effects of X-irradiation upon dielec-

1*1.the same crystal, and also for synthetic and natural tric loss and conductivitv
als. Conductivity is controlled by a combination

the energy of migration of free M+ and of associat ion In order best to study these electrical properties ,
J, the Al-M pair. related to alkalis, it is desirable to obtain crystals -" 

"

that have Al compensated by just one alkali at a time.
Introduction This objective can be met by the process of electro-

diffusion (or "sweeping"), i.e. application of an elec-
It is well established that frequency instabilities tric field parallel to the z-axis to introduce the

in quartz resonators, especially after irradiation, are desired interstitial ion into the lattice replacing
related to impurities in the crystals.

1- 4  
Probably the those that were grown in. This method was previously

-'t important impurity is AI
3
+ substituting for S1

4+
, developed by Katsi

l 
and by King

[ 
and is now a relatively

-'ich (due to its lower valence) requires an additional standard technique. In addition to alkalis, H+ can also
defect for charge compensation. The latter is most be swept into the crystal. By studying the electrical
cOm.snlyan interstitial monovalent ion, M+, notably the properties of Li-, Na- and H-swept crystals we hope to
alklis. Li+ and Na+, or hydrogen. Because of the achieve a better understanding of these properties than
Cvulombic attraction between the M

+ 
and the A1

3
+ (which had been achieved in the past with measurements on

carries an effective charge of -1). the M+ inter- various as-grown crystals.
Stitial is usually located adjacent to the A13+ ion at
ljw to moderate temperatures. Experimental

Two types of electrical properties provide useful The principal synthetic crystals studied were high
WYs to observe the effects of alkali ions; these are quality crystals taken from the Z-growth region: Tovo
dielectric loss, and conductivity. The pioneering work Supreme Q (bar SQ-A) and Sawyer Premium Q (bar PQ-E).
-f Stevels and Volger 5 

showed that dielectric loss (or The natural crystal was a clear crystal from Arkansas.
%"!electric relaxation") observed at cryogenic tempera-

tures showed a number of peaks, two of which could be Electrodiffusion experiments were carried out at
,*ttributed to Al-Na pairs. Subsequent work in this Oklahoma State University by Dr. J. Martin. (Method

hor'toryb.
7 

showed that a Nn+ ion can occupy two described in ref. 12). Dielectric lose (tan ,) and
Pairs of equivalent sites (a total of 4 sites), which ionic conductivity were both measured with a General
I'l be considered nn and nnn positions, about a given Radio type 1620A Capacitance Bridge assembly over theA10 4 tetrahedron. An electric field gives rise to frequency range 20 Hz-OO kHz. Complex impedance
dielectric loss by producing preferential reorientation analysis was used to obtain the bulk conduction.

9 
The

between an equivalent pair of sites, the lower tempera- samples used were plates of surface area I cm
2 

and
ture loss peak being due to nn reorientation and the thickness 1.0-1.5 mm coated with sputtered silver elec-
higher temperature one to nnn reorientation. Analogous trodes. Most samples were cut so that the electric
acoustic loss (or "anelastic relaxation") peaks are field is applied parallel to the r-axis, but some were
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cut in i perpendicular orientation. The sample chamber The study of the Toyo Supreme SQ-A sample allows

for the conductivity measuremenlts was described pre- a calibration of the 30 K peak. Halliburtonet al.
15

'
1 0

Viously.
9  

For dielectric loss, the sample was inserted developed a method for determining the Al content of a

into a Janis Supervaritemp cryostat, and measurements quartz crystal by converting all of it to Al-hole

wvre taken between 2.9 and 300 K. The leads from the (Al--h+) centers through an appropriate irradiation

hrid',v t,, the sompl, elctrode:; were shielded by a procedure; these, centers ,ulld then he dtictvl snd ,a.-

ont llulls coax id I shie 1d conne cted to the br lde* ground. th ei r conent ration det ermined through LSR measure- 0

merits. In this way, they found, for an SQ-A specimen

X-irradiation was carried out for 4 hours at room from the same bar as our siample, a value of 14.4 ppma

temperature using a conventional tungsten-filament tube of Al. If we assume that our Na-swept SQ-A sample
at 40 kV and 20 mA. The very soft X-rays were filtered contained the same Al content and that the Na sweeping

out by the layer of sputtered silver used as electrodes, converted all Al to Al-Na defec,:s, then our peak height

tan 
6
mtx of 22.1 x 10

- 5 
must correspond to 14.4 ppm of

Dielectric Relaxation Studies Al-Na defects. This result then gives a calibration
constant of 1.5 x 10-51ppm.

The Al-Na Peaks
The earlier theoretical treatment

6 
permits us to

In several samples containing Na, we have observed interpret this calibration constant. It was shown that

the pair of peaks previously reported by Stevels and the relaxation strength 6L/, /_// of the dielectric ..

VoligerO and by Povk
7 

as due to Al-Na p. c:. -AL-.fre- constant r// parallel to the z-axis is given by

""vnrcy of I kllz these peaks appeared at 30 K and 75 K. 2
1n example is given in Fig. 1 which compares dielectric = 2 tan 6s * nd- (l) -

loss (tan 6) for the natural crystal as received (un- A/-max kT(-

swept) and after Li-and Na-sweeping. The two peaks arepromnen intheNa-swept sample, very small in the .:''

prominent in the Na -swept sample The where tan 
6
max is the measured peak height. nd the

unawept and absent in the Li-swept sample. The 30 K nme fdpls(lN ar)prui oue ' h .

peak is especially interesting as a very sensitive number of dipoles (Al-Na pairs) per unit volume, 03 the

measure of the Al-Na content Just as is the 50 K component of the dipole moment parallel to the z-axis

anelastic peak (at 5 M1z).8,
t
i In fact, by comparing and kT has its usual meaning. The above calibration

the temperature location of the dielectric peak at I kHz constant then gives a value of U3 - 5 x 10-30 C-m, or

with that of the anelastic peak at 5 fPHz, one obtains a charge separation r3 - 0.3 A, which is reasonable.

H - 0.052 eV as the activation enthalpy of the peak.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed examination of the peak Table I presents a summary of the results for the

shape, comparing normalized data for the natural and 30 K peak for a variety of samples that we have studied

the Toyo synthetic crystal. It is striking that the (all measured parallel to the z-axis). In the final

shapes are so nearly identical (except for a possible column this calibration constant is used to convert
s.'1es tail on ter high dIT side or the synthetic crys- peak heights into concentration of Al-Na pairs. It is

tal) in spite of the great difference in origins of interesting that these high quality synthetic crystals

these two crystals and a peak height that is 7x larger (SQ-A and PQ-E), grown with Li
+ 

in the mineralizer,

for the natural crystal. From the peak width of Fig. 2 show only a very small amount of Na in the as-grown

an apparent activation energy of 0.050 eV is obtained, condition. The total Al content of the PQ-E crystal,

soi th thethan a pfor example was - 18 ppm;
1 0 

therefore, only 4% of the

showing that the peak is only 4p wider attribued
6 7 

to A1
3
+ is associated with Na in the as grown condition.

Deby pea)
4  

his elaxtio pea isSimilarly there is only 15% Al-Na in the Toyo SQ-A
reorientation between the two equivalent nn configura- crysal theremine is a in ly Al-

tions of the Al-Na pair. A similar agreement in peak crystal. The remainder is almost certainly Af-Li,

shapes between natural and synthetic is found for the since there is no evidence in these crystals for infrared absorption due to AI-OH centers. 16-

75 K peak, which is attributed to nnn Al-Na pairs. ros
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Table . Results for the 30Kpeak for various samples

Peak height
sample tan 6,,x 10

5  
ppm C

SQ-A unswept 3.2 2.1 -C 2

SQ-A Na-swept 22.1 14.4 A D

PQ-E unswept 1 0.7 1 \. .

NQ unswept 1 0.7 Al
3

-

NO Na-swept 151 100 *

30-K PEAK'

TOyO
Fig. 3. Diagram showing part of the unit cell of

TO - NaURAL p t-quartz containtin a sobstitutional A1
3
+ that torms

ao A1U 4 distuortt-d tetrahedion. Tb. two-fold .,Ymisetr"

8 ;ixis, C 2. which lies pirall l to the x-axis, is aiu. .
. e " ; shown. .

tion occurs in the case of Na+. have now collapsed into

4 a single site; thus, the possibility for reorientation,o I.e. for dielectric relaxation, no longer exists.

0 "(This last remark is just a restatement, In physicalzo

terms, of what i.-, contained mathematically in Eqs. (1)
* ** and (2) . .A+.A!.mble explanation for the orientation

of the AL-Li paiL along the C2 axis may be related to

--- -the small size nt the Li+ ion which may permit it to

ZA 3.0 3.5 4.0 sit between two oxygen ions of the A104 tetrahedron.

OO/r On the other har.d, the Na+ ion is believed to prefer to
form an O-Na type of bond with one of the four ox.ygen

Fig. 2. The 30 K dielectric loss peak on a ions of the teteahedron.
7 

One way to explore tie
nor-lized plot for: Q the natural crystal, ic the Toyo detect configurations further Is by computer. ulions

" ryttl . (The absolute peak he ight of the natural using the IIADES II type pr ,ram.17 Such methods have
i, 7 x higher that that of the Toyo crystal.) given insight into the minlmum-energy configurations of

different defect clusters in a variety of ionic cry-tals

L-arch for Al-Li Peaks and may also be useful in the present case.

Irradiation Peaks ."

In attempting to find one or more dielectric loss .

peaks due to Al-Li pairs, we have examined several X-irradiation produces a large peak at very low

and Li-swept samples both parallel and peren- temperatures, with a high rising background below the
dicular to the z-axis and over the temperature range peak. Figure 4 shows the results Cor Toyo Supreme SQ-A

2.9 - 290 K. In all of these experimentano identifiable samples that had been Li-, Na- and H-swept. In the Na-

peak was found, in contrast to Stevels and Volger's swept case, the 30 K (1O0/T - 3.3) Al-Na peak is con-
claim of a peak at 60 K (for 32 kHz). The middle curve siderably reduced and replaced by a huge peak at 8.4 K
of Fig. I shows one of the best examples, that of a with a rising background at still lower temperatures.
LI-swept natural crystal. in this case, for which the A similar peak is present for the Li-swept case, but it

A content iq 100 ppm (see Table 1) there is noevidence is located at a lower temperature, 6.85 K. The H-swept
for a peak as large as tan 

6
max - I x 10-5. (Even sample, on the other hand, shows a smaller less well-

.amall fluctuations which might hide very small peaks in defined peak after irradiation, which might be inter-
Fie. I were later shown, by remeasurement, not to be preted as a composite of the residue of the peaks for

geaks.) Thus, using Eq. (1), if a AI-Li peak exists the Li-and Na-swept samples.
for measurements parallel to the z-axis, it must

correspond to a value of U3 at least an order of mag- It is reasonable to ascribe these radiation induced
nitude smaller than that for Al-Na. Similarly, measure- peaks either to the At-h+ center or to a center that
-,nts with electric field in the basal plane, for which involves the alkali. The fact that the peaks for the

the corresponding relaxation-strength| equation 1e6 different alkalis have different temperatures and that

tan n the H-swept sample shows a lower and less well 
defined

tL a x ,2kT (2 peak suggests the possibility of an alkali center. A

simple H-e center Is not very likely, since such a

where "2 is the component of dipole moment in the center with a single lectron would have a strong ESR

y-direction of the crystal, again gave negative results, spectrumI, yet has not been detected in irradiated

suggesting that u2 is also exceedingly small. It is samples.
18 A more complex alkali center may be involved;

noteworthy that anelastic relaxation, which involves for example, it may contain two electrons and possibly

the same relaxational mode
6 

as CL, is also absent for an oxygen-ion vacancy. More work is clearly needed to

LI-swept crystals over a similar temperature range.
13  

further explore these interesting irradiation induced
peaks as well as the very low-temperature background

ft is therefore concluded that the AI-Li pair in effect which accompanies them.

most likely oriented along the x-axis, i.e. the direc-
tion of the 2-fold (C2 ) symmetrT axis of the crystal,
as shown In Fig. 3. Because Li locates Itself on this
axis, the two equivalent sites between which reorienta-
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Conduct ivitv Studies

Fig. 5. Conductivity plots (log oT versus l/T,

Cuductivity measurements were carried out on where o is the conductivity) for Li- and Na-swept

unswept and ;wept Toyo SQ-A and natural crystals. All natural quartz samples (NQ), and for three differently

measurements were made with electric field parallel to swept synthetic samples (Toyo SQ-A). The corresponding
z-axis. The results, showTi in Fig. 5. are somewhat activation energies are given in Table 2.

different for the two types of quartz. For the natural

cr ,stal, the li-swept shows a substantially higher con-

ductivitv and a sli)-hitly lower activatiun energy (see
Table 2). On the other hand, for the Toyo synthetic Table 2. Activation Energies from Conductivity

crvtal, the condluctivities art, quite close and the Li- Measurements. .

-wupt h:ist the I igtrer aIt ivit ion energy. Also incltuded

in Fig. 5 are results for the Il-swept Toyo crystal. Crystal Sweeping E(eV)

Here the conductivity has dropped by more than two Natural NQ Li 1.09

orders of magnitude, yet the activation energy is com-

parable to that ..Q.f the alkali swept cryst-ls....UL is Natural NQ Na 1.11

therefore reasonable to regard that the conductivity of Toyo SQA Li 1.44
H-swept sample is not due to H

+ 
migration, but to the

small amount of residual alkali which remains after Toyo SQA Na 1.31

sweeping. Toyo SQA H 1.43

Table 2 also shows that the activation energies
for both natural crystals fall well below those for the t_-

synthetics, as Jain had already observed.
9 

These Conclusions

differences were interpreted in terms of the relation.

Li+ and Na+ behave quite differently in their

m  A effects on (j) dielectric loss. (&) dielectric loss

after irradiation and (%t) electrical conductivity.

where Em is the activation energy for migration of a The first of these properties involves the bound Al-.

free alkali ion, EA is the A1-M association energy, and pair; this study has shown that the two alkalis sit on

R can vary between l, and I with the value of unity for very different sites. The second property may tell us

synthetic crystals, in which the defect concentrations what becomes of the alkali ion during irradiation,

are so small that additional unassociated Al may be information which has thus far not been revealed by

present. In any case, the term EA dominates the ex- other methods. The third property is controlled by %
pression for E, so that a higher value for Li+ than for free K

4 
ions produced by the dissociation of pairs; it

Na+ does not mean that the larger (Na
+
) ion migrates involves both the energy of migration andof association.

down the open channels of the crystal more rapidly than In each category, understanding the difference between

the small Li
+ 

ion. Rather, because of the small size of Li
+ 

and Na
+ 

can help us better to characterize quartz

Li
+
, it is possible that EA for Al-Li is higher than crystals and to understand the origin of frequency

that for Al-Na. instabilities.

22
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DIELECTRIC LOSS IN Li- AND Na-SWEPT --QUARTZ AND THE EFFEC OF IR-ADIATION

I1. TOULOUSE AND) A.S. NOWICK
Henry Krumb School of Mines, Columbia University,
New York, New York 10027.

ABSTRACT

Alkali ions, which compensate for subst it lonal A1 3+, ~ *'
p liv an imptortant role in t'he frequency stabli lty of
Uu~ ervstals. In this work. low temperature dielectr~ic-
lo,s measuiremients (between 2.9 and 300 K) are carried out
"lcrystals that have heen "swept" so as to introduce

either Li+ or Na+. High quality synthetic crystals is well r
as natural crystals are employed. Vice well known loss
peaks due to Al-Na pairs are further explored and similar
peaks due to Al-Li are %ought after but not found. It is
conc luded that the Al-i "air Is oriented alonug the C2)-axis
of the A1I)4 distorted tetrahedron. After irradiaution,
large peaks are observed at very low temperatures both in
l.j+- and Nai+-containjng crystals. These peaks, which are
distorted below -6 K due to the onset of quantum e'fects,
may originate in alkali centers produced when alkali ions
are liberated by the irradiation.

INTRODUCTION

Quartz-crystal control led resonators are widely used where there are
severe requirements of frequency stability, e.g. int communications and
guidance systems. III For such appl icat ions there is great interest in the
origins of frequency instability, both in the presence and absenc-e of
radiation environments. Such frequency Instabilities are usually traced to
the presence of point defects in thle crystals and to changes in the con-

5- ,

iguyations of sucl" defects. 12,3

An important defect in 0t-quartz crystals is A13+ substituting for S1
4
+

and electrically compensated by an alkali, M+. or hydrogen, H+, in a nearby N
interstitial site. Information about these detects has been obtained from
a variety of physical techniques. Thus, infrared absorption measurements,'.
reveal the presence of OH stretching vibrational modes, with different peak
locations for different environments of the OHi bond [4,51 In particular,
there are two IP bands (at 3306 and 3367 cm-1) known to be related to an OH-
adjy ant to a substitutional " e sthe presence of associated Al-Na o
pairs has been shown to give rise to low-temperature dielectric loss peaks
[7.8] as well as to anelastic loss (internal friction) peaks. 191 Electrical
conductivity measurements have been used to study alkalis liberated thermally
from Al- pairs at elevated temperatures. 1101 Finally, electron spin
resonance (ES). which only detects defects possessing unpaired electrons,
has been most useful after irradiation. 1ll) It has most prominently focused
on the aluminum-hole (Alh+) center and demonstrated that irradiation above
-250 K resulta in tie liberation of alkali ions from the Al-N pair. [12]

An important advance has been the ability to replace one M1+ ion by
another through electrudiffusitn or Tsweeping". [13,9 This technique con-
sists in applying an electric field parallel to the c-axis of the crystal in
the temperature range of 400-550C. If a Li+ or Na+ salt is present at the

anode, that ion will be Swet Into the crystal and replace existing M+ ions.
On the other hand, sweepini. carried out either In air ot in hydrogen replaces
alkalis by He+ ions.

Nt. ROe. "Ua. s)w. fts. VOL. U 114t DKMVeie efte tubiibli" Co.,* Inc.
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The present paper attempts to extend further thie use of low-temperature - 7
dielectric loss measurements, especial ly with swent samples containing one
of the alkali species (either ~i4

' or Na4 ) at a ineC. Both iinirridiated and
X-irraidiated crystals are invest igated.

EX' i' P.ENTAI. MlETHlODS

Dielectric loss measurements were performed primarily oin clear natural
quartz from Arkansas and hiplh qual ity synthiet ic quartz from, thle lovo company.
Samples from these two sotirces were electrodiffosted (Swept)I with lithium.
sodium and livdrogen separately, by Dr. .1. t'art in at Okkl.ams Stat, tin Ivrsity.
In the case of the alkal is, chloride saltu ire applied on the sorfaices of
the samples which are then placed in an electric field of %everal Vfcm. ~
Hydrogen sweep ing is carried out in at hydrogen atmosphlere undter mucIh larger
electric fields. For irradiation. sampleii were expoisedl t(o X-rays from at
tungsten target source. The X-raiy tube was operated at 20 mA and 40 kV and
the irradiat ions lasted tour hours (a dose . 106-107 rads).

After preparation. the samples were placed inside a Supier V'aritemp
(.Janis Corp.) cryostat and cooled clown to liquid heliumn tetiperature.
Measurements were then taken upon heating at a ritg S., ppproxiinately I/l1ll K
per 15 sec. Temperatuires were monitored thro 1 l .. och~ vulItage drop, appearing
across a sil icon diode, the uncertinty in temperature is !0.0l K, while
the absolute error is within '0.2 IK.

The dielectric loss neasurements were made using a Generail Radio l615 A
bridge assembly. The sample was part of in electrical circ:uit with a con-

tinuous, shield connected to the bridge ground.

All crystals were cut and measured parallel to the c-axis except wbere
otherwise ment ioned.

RESULTS AND WISCISION

Ilnirradilited Crystals-

The Na-swept crystals presently studied show the pair of low-temperature
dielectric loss peaks. previously reported by Stevels and Volger 171 and by
Park [81, which are attributed to Al-Na pairs. At a frequency oif I kHz
these peaks appear at 30 K and 75 K. An example is given in Fig. I which
compares dielectric loss (tan 64) for the natural (Ni)) -ry!stal as rece ived
(unswept) .id after IL- and Na-sweeping. The, two peaks aire prominent In tie
Na-swept samples, very smallI in thle unswept. and absent. in the Li-swdept Sample.

The 30 K peak is especially Interesting as a very seniivle meisure of the i
Al-Na contentL. Figure 2 shows a dheta iled examinat ion iof the peak shape of

and natural (NQ) crystals. It is striking that the shaipes are neamrhv iden- ~
Lira] (except for .i possile small ta.il oin the high I IT side for the synthe- .

tic crystal) in spite of the great difference in origin oft these two crystals
and a peak height that is 7 Ines lavrgier for thc natural crystal .

To Lhte 31) K peak observed by dIelectric toss measuarements there
corresponds a 53 K anelistic peak at 5 Ylhz. 19.14) By comparlntl the tempera- .-

ture loicatioun of the dielectric peak at. I k~lz with that of thle anelastic peak
ait - 0~,oeotistevle

t
r l.05L eV for the activation enthalpy,

and =2 . 1012 HeC_
1 

tor the pre-exponential in the Arrhenius expiressioni,

V~ ex
t
otp (-lh/kT)()

for the relaxit ion time i. From the peak width of Fig. 2, an apparent
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act vat in vntha Ipy of 01.049 eV is Obtained, shiowin - that the peak Ls only
4.'. wider thant a perfect Dehye peak. 1151 A similar agreement in peak shapes

between the natural and synthetic crystal is found for the 75 K peak.

160 NIO-5 ATURAL QUARTZ

120k 

.. Y

0

40

Li SWEPT

. -. ; 5 (NS WEPT

2 b 10 26 34 42 50 56 6;6 74 82 90 98
T. -X(

FIt:. I . Dlielectric loss of nattural quartz crystals that were uInswept,
I.i-s;wept and Na-swept. Note tha3t the' scale for the two lower curves
is 20 x larger than that for theC upper curve.

301K PEAK q

T0YO

t0o NATURAL

eI

-% 0

0
2A. . . . ;5 . . . . i
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1he peaik lie i glt s arv i.x pec tedl to be propo'r t ional I o he or en t r .i t ionii
of Al-Naj pairs, and silice t he 301 K ie.ek is, 15 time., firger than the 75 K
peak it is the more selliLive ind trit of Al-Na pairs. otar si udv ofi the
syntletic So -A simile al liaws a .1 iiibrai ii: if the SO K peak. Ifilibit irton et
al . II11,121 developed a mt-thid for deitermning the Al ranitia 'If 1 Iquart7

crystal by convert ing all ,t it into Al-hioie (Al-tI
4

) cet r Iir,,u.,i din.
appropr iate irrad iat ion pri.t edure ; t litit, ceit ers irv t lien dut a--tedi~l t I, ie r
concent rat ion determined t hrough I:SP measuirement s. IItli (hi cv, fit,.\ (.in,
for an SQ-A sample I ron, thle sasiw liar as lor sample, at value ot 14.4 rim Al.
IA we assume that our %i-swept 511-A sample possessed ft(i same Al calitelit and
the Na sweeping converted all of the Al to Al-Nj defect pairs, thlin our ieask
heighit tain ' max - 22.1 x 10 mst correspinii to 14.4 ills of Ai -\.i lefec ts.
rhis result then gives a cal ibrat ion coinst ant of 1 .5 x 10 ' /lpm.

We call now use tli s cal i brat Joni colnst ant to obhta in app ropi atte il !e
strength. In order to do this, we need toi conisider the oriL!ivi 'if the two A-
Al-Na peaks. This quest ion has been e'xaminedi fii stiisv* deotil earl i cr I16,81,
It was deduced that the Na" can reside in two niin-eillivalent potsition., (:.av,
ran and iinn) about the distorted A10 4 tetrahiedtron oibtained when Al13+ suhst i-
totes for Si

4 4 
in the ct-quartz structure, shown in Fipr. 3. Sinice thlere is a

2-fold symmetry axis (Q2 ) parallel to the x-axis, each of tile two N*a
4 

sites
is matched by an equivalent site generated hytbe C2 operat ion. App I icat ion
of an electric field produces a redistribution of the Al-Na dipoles among
each of the two sets of equivalent pairs. It was concluded that tbe lower r
temperature peak is due to reorientat ion between thle two equoivaleiit nan coi-
figurations of tile pair, While the hi!gher temperature peak is date to the nnn

configiirat ions. The magnitude oif the peak, is related toi te relasat ion .

strength ,//L// (where t_,is the dielectric constant parallel to the
c-axis) which is given by (17,161

6L # /L
1  2 tan astmax - nli 1:13IkT (2)

where n d is the number of dipoles (Al-Na pairs) per unit volume au,. "3 the
component (If the dipole moment parallel to the cr-axis. Applying Eq.(2) to
the low-temperature peak, and substituting the above calibration co.nstant.
gives Ij3 - 5 x 10-' C-rn. If we simply set 113 - ex 3 , in which x3 is the
separation of charge in the c-direction, a reasonable value of 113 0.3 A is
obtained.

Q Si.

FIG. 3. Diagram showing part of the uniat cell of a-quartz containing
a substitutional Al

3
1 that forms an Al104 disttorted tetraheidron. The

two-fold symmsietry axis, C7, which Iliea paral lel Lt0 the x-ax is, Is al so shown.
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'fable I rescist a ~Ssussssa y si sollse sf tile restil ts obltained for the 3U K
peak far vir isis samples. In thke f inal solsssss Like cal ibratioin constant is
used to convert peak heighit, into conkentrat iosof A! -Na pairs. It is
interustig that in but it tile natural soid syistlit it: crystals onily a ver% smallI
amount of Al-Na is present in the as-grown material. In thlt case of higyh
quality synthetic crystals, such as thle Sli-A, c-rowni With I. i+ in tile mineral-
izer * this iundousbtedlly meanis that most Al3 is associated with U1+ rat her
than Na+, since there is no evidence in these crystals for infrared absorp-
tion due to Al-Oil1 centers. 1181

TABlL 1. Results for the 30 K peak of various samples.

samPeeak lk ih
Sampletan Anxsl~ ppma N.i

SQ-A unswept 3.2 2.!
SQ-A Na-swept 22.1 14.4
SQ unswept 0.8 0.5
NO Na-swept 1-51 100

In view of the usefulness of the Al-ila loss peaks to monitor Na content,
we have attempted to find similar peaks due to Al-Li pairs by examining
several unswept and Li-swept samples cut both parallel and perpendicular to
the crystal c-axis and over thle entire temperature range from 2.9 to 290 K.
In all of these experii.-icnts, no identifiable peak was ound (in contrast to -

Stevels and Volger's (71 claim of a L~i peak at 60 K for 32 klz). The middle
curve of Fig. I shows one of the best examples, that if a LI-swept natural ~ .
crystal. In this case, sir whi ch the Al content is 100l Islm (see Table I)
there is no evidence for any peak as large as tan (%max - I x 10-'. (Even
small fliuctuat ions in Fig. I which mighst hide very small peaks were later -

shown by remcsasii ent iisito 1be peaks.) Thus, usinig Eq. (2), if a Al-Li
peak exists for menistrements parallel to the c-axis it must correspond to a
value 01 d3 at least an order of magnitude smaller than for Al-Na. Similarly,
me.vsuremsnts on perpendicularly cut crystals, for which tile corresponuding
relaxation strength Is given by 117,161

b, /. 2 tan ax = nd it 2 /2kT (3) ~

where lis, is Lte componsent oif dipole mosment in tile y-direct ion oif the crystal
(see f'ig. 3), is aIss exceedingly small. It is notewosrthiy that ;inel ast ic
rela .xatison, which InvolvI es the same re Iauntiona mode as I 171 , is also
absent fir li-swept crystals oiver at similar tempieratusre range. 1191

It is hsrsafssre conc laded that thle Al-Li psair isist he oriented paralIlel
t,, Llt!-i iI.e. the direction of tilt 2-folsi (Q2 ) symmetry axis of tile
crystal shoswn iii fIx. 3. Tis I masis thatL the two eqivalent sites between
wlislI resir iesita Ioni usrisirs for thle e-ase of N.a+. have now vol lapsed into a%
single site. S siIlist the poss ibili ty sif resorientat ion sunder ;in elect r ic
f ield, i.e. for die lect ric relaxat ton, no longer exists. A possible explana-
I ions for I lie sirientat ion oif the AI-l~I pal r along: tile (7-aX Is may be related
to tile smallI size if Lite li+ ion which may permit it to sit between two

ogen ios ssf thle All I', te trahesiron . Oin thle sother hsand , tilie Na+ ion is
believeu to prefer to uorms in il-Na bonid with sile oif the for xygen tons o

Ist tet r.ilitslrssn. 111) One wajy to further exploire these sdefect ciinfigurai ions
is, Isy cuimpiter slimslat ions using thle MhDIlFu sir CASCAII-type pro,,,rams. 120] ..
Ssuch meth.l-;s have given insight ints) the lowest-energy conftgiirat ions of

dfsrvilt dleect clusters in a variety ofl ionic crystals and may also, be r
s utseS sil fi f ive present cast.
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Irradiated Crystals

X-irradiit ion at room temperatuire p~rodluces a larpeii'lc i-ltI'l'..
a~t very low temperalt res in all of tlit samples st udied. Figure: 4 shows tilie
results tot SQ-A svnthet ic crystals that had been JIi-, Na- .1d 11-Sw'it. In
the Na-swept case, Elie 30 K (100/1 = 1.3) Al -Nat peak Is (tus idiurahl% r culnoeu

and rep I iced by a huge peak at 8.4 K. A tmilar peak is present Itr thc Iij
swept case, bu~t it is located at ai lower tem'sperat ure of Eu. 1'' K. Ill II- swe-l't
sample. on thle other hancL. shows a smamller less we? -de-ifin-1~ peak altve
irradiat ion. In all1 casts, Lte dicleutrii los,. does 110. t ilrease !.hlpllv 'n
the low-temperat Ot (high I/l) ,ide of tLie peak hut vit hc' l evel s .ft or
begins ito rise graidually again.

Furthle r informat ion can be obtained f rom tw IefCfect o the mseasur in
*frequency on the peak. In most cases measurements were made at twoi Crequoen-

cies, generally I kHz and 5 kllz. Figure 5 shows it typical pair of curves
for thre natural (NQ?) Na-swept crystal . plotted as T tan vs. 1/1'. (The
choice oif T tan '.is made based on Fri .(2) which shows tluat tan "Ivatries
inversely as T.)I The figure shows tile usual shi ft to higher peak teuspttit ire
w ith, higher frequency, htit alIso that tan 6 decreases much more sharply on
thle low-temperat tire side at 5 kllz than at I k1Hz. This behavior striigl v
suggests that thle liiw-temperature shelf iii the dat a of Fig. 4 at I kHz is riot
anl addit ional background effect.* but arises because the relaxat ion time does
riot continue to obey the Arrhenius equation (I) down to thet liowest t empera-
t tires. Such behavior is to he expected when quantum effects, e.g. quantum-
muclianicil tunneling, set in at low temperatures, so that Ivaries onlIy
sliiwly with I in that range. This conclusion was also sugigested by de VosA
anid Volger 121 1Iroini their studies (it dielectric loss in natural smioky quart7
crystals, where they measured thie relaxation peak as a funct ion of C requencv
at a series o1 fixed temperatures. Figure 5 also shutws that thle irradiation 1%:
peak is much larger in the natural crystal than in the, synithetic, ronsibt-rt * ,.

with the mucli higher Al ciontent iif the natiural crystal. It is also, interest-
ing that the peak temperature is higher fur the NQ than for the SQ-A Na-
swept samples. i.e. the peak temperature is dependent on thle total Al-M+
impurity content.

FlC. 4. Dlielectric loss of
thre differently swept syn-

100 -thetic SQ-A sammples following

X-irradiat ion.

40 4

60 / -

20 I

%
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[it ,' de to obtain the deperccienreo thei, relaxat iou imt! ,it telT11ireraturie

over t it%- r-ccg.. (it the pc'.b , tire fatI lowin, cmotihod (11 analysis W.-r Used. The
tcall was exspre..ssed in the Fuoss-Kirkwr"'d I rnr I I 5

T tan ~.= A set It Y. (4)

wce rv A - (I tair' )r,ax, x In -.I acnd l(_I ) is a parameter that detercinces
hie widit1, ot tihe d i ,t r ihut ion , a livhve pe-ak liciv Jug tihe vil it( t r . Dlatac %

I ,it w.' di , f IrecL I i eqicene icswere rut i I ized . ,cnd I t was requ ired t hat i('r)
ir 'cc both set 5CtS data ,comle ount. ti saftle. Wdithi Lice aid o'f a computer pro-
g'ra, AT) is. rat ated from this reqijreicelit aind then i(T) is obltained.
Pit, c'.,lut- cl aL tail in Lthe range (.toI 0.8. 'lie curves ccif I(T) so igeneral-

ae re showin in, Fig. 6i fcr 1Ai nd' N~csi 'i SO- silthietiL samples. l::ach

urrvi .,h- air Aririhtci is ringu at till' higher I viicrt'Etires and a quiatumcc'
rajn at low teTmtcvl atatres. in this sense', t hert is agreement With, de Vccs and
Vo Ige ( 2(11 who' also' I ounid two suct, st ages. Tice at t ivat ion energies. obtained
L ron tice Arric,,, ringe' in I-ig. fc are S.1 andc 7.') nmeV, respect ively focr the
IA- ioll~ N-swe-pt s.,rcciies. The eiirrescontliog va tric a re I .5 5 x10 anid

101 tO se
t  

he low temperature rarige !:$ji5~ l/T, which is indicative

of piconon-assisted turineling.
Arcice.,i in1  esxer ilieilt s were also scearrijed out . Ttcc tow- tenperat ure irra-

diaLtion, p-e1, .lLiea is cut in the range between 4501 andi 550 K, as shown in Fig.
7. For Lihe Na-sweptt sample's, tiit Al -Na pieak is restored its tihe irradiation
peakd ci vcases. IL is striking that tin' annealIing e,,rves f,'r tiht [A-swett
(.r ,cnswept , Which ront~ainS Mostly ).i) and Na-ciweict samples are different,
Witir ti, Na-Swept sampile annealing at higher temperatures andi in a narrower

tem1 'erciture range than the iJ-swept.

Tice question of the origin of these low-temperature irradiation peaks is

a mocst interesting tone. Clearly the peak iheight is related to the total Al

content (romtcare, e.g. SQ-A and NQ samples) and Is more prominent when alka-
lis are present than H1+ (see H-swept in Fig. 4). If either all of the Al or

the alkali present Is involved in this peak, the corresponding dipole moment
wj [see l~cq.(2)] obtained is-,,5 times greater than that for the Al-Na peak.

Telow 1 're-exponential value in the Arrihenius range as well as the onset of
qiiantcum-mechanical tunneling at the lowest temperatures suggest that an elec-
tro'nic defect is involved in the relaxation. The aluminum-tiole, Al-h+,

NQ-Na SWEPT ,*.

5kk 4

k N k- Ia EP=

0 4 a 12 16 20 .,,..

FIG. 5. Plot of T' tan 6 versus l/T for a natural (NQ) Na-swept crystal

after irradiation, as measured at 1 and 5 kLHz.
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center which is present al ter i rri iat ion and gives r isc t"* -k Wk- I knlwn Lsk
spect rum I],hast been sno.i'cst.. :5 th le stourc e of th)I j p.ik~ I I tt
tions to tIIs sugg~est ion , h- IWo vr., art t he f ac(t tha ,I it 11t. i Ii ftornt
fvr Na- and I I -wept crVtL.IS ( ,il- . 4 ), and t hat anneat I ji,'- t i. A I- h+ i ct'Itvr
is measured d irect Iy by E.SH , appeors to o( ciir at sti-whit h,~. t injli-r it iorc

12j1 t han obstrved he re . Altevrn11atLi veIyv, we mav ctns idtr . lIko li 01') 1 inter..
A simple .ilaklIi-e Iect ron t-enti.r (M-u-) is not I i kel v vin 1n , i-ot -I

wuld have a well defitt IS i-si sect runi, Whit h has not bten c arvo ii. i
diated samples. J.'2 1 A more complex aikal i center miay iii nvolveul I iwov. r .
i-or example, it may conit.iin tw.. vte.-tri'.s anid possili v ,ntc'--- n v 1
the po.ssibil ityv that tilese' dlielectric loss peaks oriioati iii an ., I,I
cent er i s o f great int erest , s ince thle re ha s bieen ni - vi I ent k I 1 "1. "t IIr

tecniquesq to IICt bhttecomesof the itkal i ion atl tvr it im. I 0-b.'itted

ronm a Ae- I pi r by i r r.a;ijt inno. F r ther ork is recliredi I-wvver . b I (e-

kthe origin ot these interest ing radiat ion induced diicettr i-i~ss pcaks ia

de f it el he c stah IIshedi.

FIG. 6. Comparison of log I vs. I/T Na-SWEPT -WP
plots for Na-swept and Li-swept[ SWP
synthetic SQ-A samples, calculated 1
from the irradiation-induced
dielectric loss peaks as described

Pt in the text. The dashed line
represents T l/T.

10

15 9 135 17 21 25 29 33
102/T

* UNSWEPT

o a LI SWEPT

A Na SWEPT

10 FIG-. 7. Iscychronal annealing

curves of irradiat~on-induced
8 dielectric loss peaks for Li-

t: swept and Na-swept natural (NQ)

Vcrystals. The ordinate plots --

6 the relative peak height, and
£ the anneal time is 15 min.
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410 430 450 470 490 510 530 550
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EFFECT OF IRRADIATION AND ANNEALING

ON THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS

E.R. Green, J. Toulouse, J. Wacks and A.S. Nowick
Krumb School of Mines, Columbia University

New York, N.Y. 10027

Summa ry
In order to better understand the defects produced changes are greatly influenced by defects involving the

in a-quartz by irradiation, electrical conductivity alkalis.
measurements provide a valuable tool. A detailed study
was made of the radiation-induced conductivity (RIC) of An opportunity to follow the alkalis subsequently
a variety of crystals, including both cultured and to irradiation is offered by electrical conductivity
natural crystals that had been either Li- or Na-swept. measurements. It is well known that the conductivity of
X-ray irradiation was carried out at and below room unirradiated a-quartz crystals is ionic in origin and
temperature (from 150-300 K) and subsequent annealing that the carriers are N4 ions liberated from Al-N4 pairs,
up to -. 4500 C. Immediately after low-temperature which then migrate preferentially along the open c-axis
irradiation the RIC showed an activation energy, E, of channels of the crystal structure.1 3 Radiation-induced
0.28 - 0.02 eV. With annealing E increased and the RIC conductivity (RIC) has also been studied. Here it was
decreased. Irradiation at 150 K gave a larger RIC than shown (using a pulse irradiation source) that there are
irradiations above 200 K, where alkalis M

+ are known to two effects: one at very short times (,u msec) which has
be released from AI-M pairs. Isochronal annealing to been attributed to electronic defects, and the second at
elevated temperatures showed an overshoot phenomenon, longer times which has been attributed to M* ions freed
whereby the conductivity fell to values below those of from Al-M + centers. 4 A strong argument that the longer
the unirradiated crystal, after which it annealed term RIC is due to M+ ions is the high anisotropy of the
upwards. effect, viz. the fact that the conductivity parallel to

the c-axis is much larger than that perpendicular to th.
Consideration of the principal results of these c-axis, suggesting the migration of interstitial ions in

experiments led to the conclusion that the RIC is most the open channels.
14.15

readily explained in terms of electronic rather than
ionic defects, viz., polaron-like holes that have a The present work is a further and more detailed
hopping activation energy of 0.28 eV. There remain study of the long-term RIC and of the effects of
questions to be answered, however, before this annealing after irradiation. Most of the crystals
mechanism can be regarded as definitely established. studied were electrodiffused ("swept") so that the

alkali present was essentially either all Li* or all
Introduction Na+ . X-ray irradiation was carried out at and below

room temperature, and the effects on conductivity
The effects of radiation on the fregugncy of immediately following the irradiation and after step

quartz-crystal resonators is well known,1
'J 

Radiation annealing up to temperatures % 4500 C will be reported.,-

induced changes in frequency are related to changes in The work leads to conclusions that were initially quite
defect structures induced by the radiation. Of central unexpected.
importance in this regard is the Al-M

+ defect, where Al
denotes an Al3+ ion substituting for Si

4 , and M an Theory of the Conductivity %
alkali (primarily Li+ or Na+ ) located in an adjacent
interstitial position. The Al-Na4 center can be This section will review some of the basic
detected through a characteristic pair of anelastic equations that describe the conductivity and will be
loss peaks 4 as well as by a pair of dielectric loss required for later reference.
peaks.5,6 There are no comparatle Al-Li

+ peaks,
however.? It has been shown8, that irradiation at If the conductivity, o, is dominated by one '

temperatures above 200 K liberates the alkali from the carrier, e.g. the alkali ion, M, it can be expressed
Al-M + pair, replacing it either with a hole h

+ or a as
proton H" which binds to a nearby oxygen ion to form an '
OW ion. The corresponding Al-h defect is directly - xcNoeuc ()
observable by means of electron spin resonance (ESR)
measurerients'0 while the Al-OH center is observable where x is the mole fraction of the carriers, N the
through characteristic infrared (IR) absorption number 5f S10 2 molecules per unit volume, e the 2harge
bands.11 .9  Thus, techniques are available for the on the carrier and uc its mobility. It is the quantity
study of the formation and annealing of these two Vc that can be highly anisotropic in the crystal of
centers. On the other hand, our ability to follow the a-quartz. Except where otherwise stated, in this paper

course of the alkalis subsequent to their liberation u and a will both refer to the direction parallel to % %

from Al-M + centers by irradiation has been very limited. tfe c-axis. In general both xc and ut are temperature-,
Radiation induced dielectric peaks at very low dependent. The mobility is given by
temperatures have been studied which appear to be due
to alkali centers,1 Z but the details concerning such 2 ed2It/kT
oeaks are not yet fully sorted out. Yet there is c (2)
corsiderable evidence that radiation-induced frequency

33%
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whvrO d is the component of jump distance parallel to temperature range from 150 - 400 K in this apparatus.
the c-axis, kT has the usual meaning, and wC is the jump For the higher temperature measurements the sample was " .
frequency of the carrier defect, given by placed in a standard conductivity cell which could go up

to 5000 C.
wc =v exp (-Em/kT) (3)

Conductivity measurements were made with a General .-
Here ; (usually 1013 sec -1 ) includes both the attempt Radio type 1620A Capacitance Bridge assembly over the
frequency and an entropy factor for the migrating defect, frequency range 20 Hz - 100 kHz. In most cases, complex
while Em is the motional activation energy. impedae analysis was used to obtain the bulk conduc-

tance. The samples were plates of surface area I cm
2

For the quantity x there are two important cases. and thickness 1.0 - 1.5 mm coated with sputtered silver
Undet equilibrium conditions, with most of the M

+  
electrodes,

carrievs associated as Al-M* pairs, the value of xc is
obtained from the mass action relation for the associa- Results
tion equilibrium, and takes the form:

xc . exp (-mEA/kT) (4) Unirradiated Crystals

A listing of the samples studied and the best
where EA is the association energy of the pair and m estimates of their Al contents is given in Table I. (In
or I depending on the detailed situation involving other most cases the Al content was obtained from the peak
defects.

13 
Thus, combining eqs. (1)-(4), in the lower height of the principal Al-Na dielectric loss peak in

temperature range (where association is nearly complete), the Na swept material; in some cases the strength of the
i obeys the Arrhenius-type relation Al-h

+ 
ESR signal after the irradiation sequences of

Markes and Halliburton
6 

was used). Arrhenius plots of
oT = A exp (-E/kT) (5) the conductivity are given in Fig. 1. At the lower

temperatures all of these plots give good straight
in which the "conductivity activation energy" E is given lines. Table II lists the activation energies, E, and
by preexponentials, A, obtained from these straight line

portions. The'results show that differences in a
E = Em + mEA (6) between Li-swept and Na-swept samples from the samestone are small, generally well within an order of

The preexponential factor A can also be explicitly magnitude. Except for the HA-A samples, 
0
Li 

0
Na;

evaluated. however E is slightly greater than E~a for all of the
cultured rystals. It should be recalTed that E is

The second relatively-simple case for xc is the made up of terms related both to the motion and the
nonequilibrium one, where, immediately after irradiation association energy of the carrier [Eq. (6)]. The
xc is frozen in at a constant value, independent of significance of these results and of the corresponding
temp"rature. This applies so long as the temperature is preexponentials, A, will be discussed elsewhere. 7 g
kept low enough to avoid annealing. In this case, we
again obtain Eq. (5), but now The two lowest curves of Fig. I are especially

interesting. The second lowest is the SQ-A H-sweptIE =Em (7)

and Table I. Crystals Studied.
XcNade ui/k "-_______

A x (8) Name Type A.(ppma)

Since all other constants are reasonably well known, NQ Natural 69 .. ,,
Eq. (8) may be used to calculate xc from the experimen-
tal value of the preexponential factor A. SQ-A Cultured 13

(Toyo)

Methods PQ-E Cultured 15

The principal cultured crystals studied were high (Sawyer)

quality crystals taken from the Z-growth region: Toyo
Supreme ( (bar SQ-A), Sawyer Premium Q (bar PQ-E) and HA-A Cultured 355
Hiqn aluminum grown in the Soviet Union (bar HA-A). The (Russian)
naturl crystal (NQ) wa% d clear crystal from Arkansas. GEC Cultured <0.1

Electrodiffusion experiments were carrld out at (GEC Ltd),%
Oklahoma State University by Dr. J. Martin. These +
included Li

+ 
sweeping, Na

+ 
sweeping and, in one case, H

+  
sample (i.e. air swept). It shows that substituting H

+

sweppinq. for alkalis lowers a by two orders of magnitude, yet

keeps E unchanged. This strongly suggests that.
X-ray irradiation was carried out for a period of 2 residual alkalis are still the carriers, and that H

+

to 4 hours using a conventional tungsten-filament tube is far less mobile than alkali ions.
at 40 kV and 20 mA. The dose was ' 3x10

6 
R. The very

soft X-rays were filtered out by the layer of sputtered The lowest curve is that for the highest purity
*] silver used as electrodes. (GEC) sample

18 
and indicates that here too, a is .

suppressed because of the very low alkali content. The
'"lFor irradiation below room temperature a special similarity between this curve and that of the H-swept" ell was built to make it possible to carry out SQ-A sample in Fig. I is quite striking.

conductivity measurements without warm-up. The cell was Sng
cooled with a dry-ice/ethanol mixture and with liquid Irradiated Crystals: Low Temperatures
r tronien for still lower temperatures. With the aid of
a heatinq coil it was possible to achieve the With the apparatus described earlier, it has been
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Fig. 2. Conductivity plots of an NQ-Li swept
sample irradiated at 210 K: a) immediately after
irradiation, b) after several runs below -290 C, and
c) after a ih anneal at 40 C.

obtained, showing that only a small amount of annealing
and virtually no change in activation energy
(E = 0.29 eV) have occurred. After Jh at 40 C curve (c)
is obtained, showing considerable annealing and an
appreciable increase in E.

1-T 'It is noteworthy that a in curve (a), say at 220 K,
17o103/1' 11 is 10'times higher than the value extrapolated fromFig. I for the same crystal. In this sense, then, the

effect of irradiation is truly spectacular. For the
Fig. . Arrhenius plots of the conductivity (log same irradiation, high quality cultured crystals, such

T vs. T" ) for various unirradiated samples. as SQ-A and PQ-E give initial conductivities almost anorder of magnitude lowe, than that for the natural
crystal, NQ, but of course still enormously greater than

possible to carry out irradiations below room tempera- the equilibrium values.
ture and then to begin measurements immediately in situ. r .'. A
Three different sets of samples were investigatedii-- Figure 3 shows the effect of irradiation tempera- V' .
this manner: HA-A and NQ (both Li and Na-swept), and ture, showing initial runs on a PQ-E-Li swept sample
PQ-E (Li-swept only). Figure 2 shows results for NQ-Li after two different irradiations, one at 150 K and the
after irradiation at 210 K. Curve (a) is the initial other at 240 K. It is striking that the conductivity
run (up to -290 C); then after several additional runs after 150 K irradiation is so high even though the
in this temperature range (not shown), curve (b) was irradiation temperature lies below the range in which

alkalis are liberated from Al-M centers.8,g  Table III
summarizes the results for the various as-irradiated

Table II. Summary of Results on Conductivity of samples showing the values of E and A obtained as well
Unirradiated Samples. as the conductivity at -510 C (1000/T - 4.5). It is

interesting that the initial activation energies fall
Sample E(eV) A(W '1cm'1 K) within a narrow range of 0.28 - 0.02 eV except for the

sample irradiated at the highest temperature (240 K).
NQ-Li 1.11 1.4 x 106 The final column of Table III is the value of xc

calculated from Eq. (8) and the measured value of A,
NO-Na 1.19 1.2 x 106 under the assumption that E=Em (i.e. xc is a constant). ...

HA-A-Li 1.38 1.9 x I07 As annealing after irradiation is continued at

1.6 x 107 higher and higher temperatures or for long time periods,A-A-Na 1.32 1o continues to decrease and E to increase, in the manner
already shown in Fig. 2. Further annealing studiesSQ-A-Li 1.43 1.5 x 107 were carried out in the range above room temperature.

SO-A-Na 1.36 2.2 x 106  Irradiated Crystals: Elevated Temperatures

SQ-A-H 1.42 2.3 x 105 For the study of behavior of irradiated samples..r-
well above room temperature, there seemed to be no need

.10 to' Irradiate below room temperature. Therefore, for
convenience, room temperature irradiations were used.
As already indicated, considerable annealing of the
conductivity takes place as irradiated crystals are
warmed up. Figure 4 shows a series of isothermal
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FI(j. 3. Conductivity plots of a PQ-E-Li swept 1,o
sample irmediately after irradiation at two different
temperatures: 150 K and 240 K. 0 5 ,o 15 20 2l5 "

Fig. 4. Isothermal annealing curves carried out at
anneilinq curves carried out at successively increasing successively increasing temperatures for NQ-Na swept
temperatures. It shows a surprising reversal of the sample after room temperature irradiation.
direction of annealing. Thus, while o decreased with
tinmt at temperatures up to 2190 C, it remained almost
constant at 2400 and 2670 C, then started to increase
isothermally at 3310 and higher. It is helpful to plot t In 0 In (o irr/unirr) (9)
the data isochronally, as in Fig. 5. Here we plot log
*T versus I/T in the usual way, but comparing the Here Oirr is the conductivity of the irradiated and
equilibrium data of Fig. 1 with values obtained after isochronally annealed sample while a r is that of
jh anneal at successively increasing temperatures. The the unirradiated sample. Thus A In uIS the difference
SQ-A cultured and the natural NQ samples, both Li swept, in ordinates between the irradiated and unirradiated
are shown. The cross-over or "overshoot" effect curves in Fig. 5. A In a = 0 represents the cross-over
demonstrated in Fig. 5 has been observed for all of the of the two curves, while negative values represent the
alkali swept samples studied after irradiation. Note range in which the irradiated curve falls below the
that the conductivity finally returns to the equilibrium unirradiated. Figure 6 shows such a plot for the NQ-Na
curve only after anneals at , 4500 C. swept and the NQ-Li swept samples. It is interesting

that the Li-swept case crosses over sooner than the Na-
It is illuminating to represent the annealing data swept. A similar plot for the cultured SQ-A-Na crystal

as a plot of A In o versus temperature, where

Table Ill. Summary of Results on Conductivity
of As-Irradiated Samples. [x is the mole
fraction of carriers calculaied from Eq. (8)].

.,am~la  Irrad. Iemp.(OK) or at -510 C E (eV) AW-I
1
cm-

1K) x_ ) ... .,

NQ-Na 210 3 x 10-9 0.27 4.6 x 10-3 3 x 10-2

NQ-Li 210 8 x 10- 9  
0.29 2.9 x 10-2 1.8 x 10-1

HA-A-Na 215 7 x 10- 1 1  
0.26 4.3 x 10

"5  
3 x 10 - 4  -

HA-A-Li 210 3 x 10-11 0.30 2.1 x 10- 4  1.4 x 10-

PQ-E-Li 150 1.2 x 10-8 0.28 2.9 x I02 1.8 x I0 "

PQ-E-Li 240 6 x 10-10 0.34 3.2 x 10-2 2 x 10-1
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Fig. 7. Isochronal plot similar to Fig. 6 for

SI-A, Na swept-sample. Also shown are the temperatur
Fig. 5. Conductivity plots comparing unirradiatedt ranges of three annealing stages previously reported.19-..sample Fcircles) to isochronally (ph) annealed sample a

successively increasing temperatures following room
temperature irradiation (crosses). Data are for NO and
SQ-A samles, both Li-swept. The comparison of these stages with the present

annealing curve is somewhat inexact because of differ- .- -
ences in the type of irradiation and the samples .-.-

employed by ourselves and the other investigators. A *. "
is shown in Fig. 7. In this case we have also marked more exact comparison has been made in this laboratory
the annealing stages observed by others on similar between the conductivity annealing of the NQ-Na and NQ-
samples, .sing ESR, IR and anelastic relaxation Li samples of Fig. 6 and the annealing out of the low " ""
', tqhods,1 Stage I is the region in which AI-OH centers temperature dielectrir peak produced by irrdaiatio,.] 2

* in(rease, apparently without comparable changes in the While this dielectric peak has been attributed to - --

other observable centers. Stage 11 is the well defined alkali centers rather than to Al-h*, we have recently .r.-;"
annealing stage in which the Al-h

+ 
center anneals out shown that it anneals almost precis. together with. "

with a partial recovery of Al-Na
4
. Finally, in stage the Al-h

4 
center, i.e. in Stage II.'' Comparison of the

II the Al-OH centers disappear and are replaced by annealinq curves of the low temperature dielectric
Al-Na, which now account for all of the Al centers, as peak,

2 
with the data of Fig. 5 shows that it anneals

before irradiation. precisely in the range in which t In o is close to its

minimum value. In other words, the a In o curves are
essentially quiescent when the important Stage II

-"m annealing process is taking place. This observation
* will be of special significance to the discussion of the

NO-N swEPT next section.

Discussion

It has been customary to regard the long-term
radiation-induced conductivity (RIC) as due to ionic

0 (alkali ion) carriers, that are considerably enhanced in
their numbers by the irradiation. The principal argu-

__ 'ment for this viewpoint is the high anisotropy of the J-
long-time RIC, jvging the direction parallel to the ,.

* crystal c-axis. This anisotropy is more consistent
40 - with freed alkali ions running along c-axis channels

SOO 4 460 500 540 580 620 660 700 7o than with electrons and/or holes in energy bands of the
tern crystal. The. present work, however, has yielded a

number of key facts that are difficult to explain by the *

ionic mechanism. These facts may be summarized as
Fig. 6. Isochronal plot of A In a versus tempera- follows:

ture for two samples: NQ-Na and NO-Li swept. a In o is
defined by Eq. (9). 1) The magnitude of the RIC immediately after

irradiation is not diminished, but is in fact increased,
when irradiation is carried out below 200 K (where other
experiments have demonstrated that alkali ions are not
liberated from AI-M centers).

8
,
9  

See Fig. 3.
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2) The magnitude of the RIC is smallest for the concerning radiation-induced conductivity.
cultured crystal (HA-A) that has the highest Al content.
See Table II. Acknowledgements

3) Immediately after low temperature irradiation
an activation energy E = 0.28±0.02 eV is found for both The authors are grateful to Prof. Joel Martin for
Li-and Na-swept samples (although the value for Na is carrying out electrodiffusion on the various samples
perhaps consistently slightly lower than that for Li). studied here. This work was supported by the U.S. Air
See Table I1. Force under contract F 19628-82-K-0013 and monitored by

H.G. Lipson, RADC Nanscom AFB.
4) Upon annealing, the .conductivity shows the N

overshoot phenomenon, falling to values below that of
the unirradiated crystal. See Fig. 5. References'5... .
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Two questions then arise. First, is there any
other evidence for such defects in quartz? A possible
"yes" answer comes from work on ultraviolet photo-
electron spectroscopy in amorphous SiO, which makes t
possible to probe the structure of the valence band.2 0

A narrow nonbonding orbital subband is found near the
valence-band edge indicating low hole mobility with
possible lattice trapping of these holes. It is also
indicated that the valence-band structure of crystalline
,,-quartz should be similar. The second question is
whether such polaron-like holes could migrate preferen-
tially along the c-axis, in order to account for the
large anisotropy. This question is unanswered at
present.

Further experiments to demonstrate more directly
whether the RIC is electronic in origin are desirable. %
Nevertheless, at this stage, the explanation of thepresent experiments in terms of electronic defects seems

to provide the most reasonable interpretation for the
observations reported herein, and a new viewpoint
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SOME TECHNIQUES FOR THE STUDY OF ATOMIC MOTIONS WITH

APPLICATIONS TO CERAMIC MATERIALS

A.S. Nowick

Henry Krumb School of Mines
Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 10027, USA

ABSTRACT

A review is presented of the use of the techniques of a.c. impedance
measurements, dielectric relaxation and anelastic relaxation to study
technologically interesting ceramic materials. Illustrations are given of
the application of these methods to the study of solid electrolytes as
well as quartz crystals used for frequency control.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of rates of atom movements plays an important role in the
understanding of most materials. In the case of ceramic (ionic) materials,
the migrating species are often charged ions, and then their migration
rates can be studied by electrical means. Such studies are of particular
interest in the case of materials that are relatively good ionic conduc-
tors, the so-called solid electrolytes or "superionic conductors" which
are of interest as electrolytes for solid-state batteries and fuel cells.
Such applications are of sufficient interest that in recent years there
has been an outpouring of review books [1-31 and confer:nce proceedings
(4-7] in this area. Materials studied include those that conduct by mi- .
gration of alkali ions, silver ions, protons, oxygen ions and fluorine
ions, among others.

The present paper will review three techniques that have been ac-
tively used in recent years in the author's laboratory, with illustrations
of the kind of information, both basic and applied, derivable from them.
The techniques are: (1) a.c. impedance measurement, (2) dielectric relax-
ation, and (3) anelastic relaxation. We will see that valuable informa-
tion about technologically important systems has been obtained using
these techniques.

A.C. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS

An ideal ionically conducting material should be represented elec-
trically as a capacitance C in parallel with a resistance R, the former
representing the dielectric properties of the medium and the latter its
conduction. Real materials are not so simple, however, due to a number of
complications. First, there is the problem of introducing and discharging
the conducting ionic species at the respective electrodes. Second, one
finds another effect, loosely called the "grain-boundary" effect, which is
due to blocking of carriers at internal interfaces within the electrolyte.
As a result of these factors the actual equivalent circuit of a sample can
be extremely complex. A relatively simple representation is shown in
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Fig. la, consisting of three R-C units in series with each other, one rep-
resenting the bulk or lattice behavior, another the grain-boundary effect
and the final one, the electrode effect. In order to study such an equiv-
alent circuit, a.c. measurements are made over as wide a frequency range
("frequency window") as possible (usually 1 Hz to 106 Hz). The sample can
then be represented by its complex admittance, Y* containing both real and
imaginary parts (representing the current in-phase with and 900 out-of-
phase with the applied voltage). One may write

Y* = G(w) + iwC(w) (1)

where G(w) is the effective conductance and C(Qw) the capacitance both, in
general, functions of the frequency. We may also introduce the reciprocal
quantity, Z* = 1/Y*, called the complex impedance, which also has real and
imaginary parts

z*= z'() - iz"(W) (2)
A convenient and widely used analysis is the complex impedance plot in
which Z" is plotted as a function of 2' with w as parameter. For the case
of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. la, such a plot yields three semi-
circular arcs, one for each R-C unit, as shown in Fig. lb. In this plot
the frequency increases as we go from right to left (arc I to arc 3). In
this way, it becomes possible to separate out the true lattice conduction
from the grain-boundary and electrode phenomena, and to study each
separately.

R# "- " (a)

i-eu-It 12 0 LDLc. t D.C.

C" -. C C, (b) 
C e

-..

500.7-C (D C* 2: 5% Y203
500- pot .

Z 1.0O1640t.

12 142 1000 I

(C)

R23  R2 z

Fig. la. Equivalent circuit repre-
senting lattice (Z), rain boundary .... 6
(gb) and electrode (e effects.

Fig. lb. Schematic diagram of coin- Fig. 2 .- Examples of complex
plex impedance plot corresponding impedance plots for Ce02:6%
to circuit of part (a). Arrow Y203 at three different temper-
indicates direction of increasing atures. Arcs are labeled to
frequency. match Fig. lb. From Ref. [8).
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Actually, the experimental "frequency window" is usually not wide
enough to display all three effects at any one temperature, but by cover-
ing a range of temperatures, we can see all of them. Figure 2 shows an
example for the case of y3+ doped CeO2. This material is an oxygen-ion
conductor through the migration of oxygen-ion vacancies which are intro-
duced into the lattice as charge compensation for the lower valent cation
dopant. Such ionic conductors may be used as the solid electrolyte in
high-temperature fuel cells or in oxygen sensors. From Fig. 2, we see
that at low temperatures (e.g. 178 'C) arcs 2 and 3 appear while at high
temperatures arcs I and 2 are obtained. Further we see that only arc 1,
the electrode arc, has a strong dependence on partial pressure of oxygen
of the ambient gas. These results show, however, that the behavior is
more complex than that predicted from the schematic diagram of Fig. lb.
Firstly, the arcs are not full semi-circles but are somewhat depressed (as
shown by the sloping lines drawn in Fig. 2). This result can be inter-
preted as meaning that each arc corresponds to a narrow distribution of
R-C circuit elements rather than to single values. For simplicity we
ignore this fact for the present. Secondly, it is found that the elec-
trode contribution can involve more than a single arc. This will be dis-
cussed below. Nevertheless, the model of Fig. lb can serve as the basis
for extracting appropriate parameters. The two intersection points R12
and R are clearly related to the equivalent-circuit parameters by

R23 =Rt 
(3)

and

R = R + Rgb (4)

so that R1 ,-R9  gives Rb. Each of these resistances can be converted
into a cof;uctiTty,o, i the usual way by the relation

d/AR (5)

where d is the thickness and A the area of the sample. The results may Idd

then be plotted on a conductivity plot, log oT vs. l/T, as shown in Fig. 3. 61.,,

Here the lower curve (solid triangles) is obtained from R1  and the upper "-'-.
curve (open triangles) from R In addition, results ofliour-probe d.c. '" '
measurements, which are plottbd as open circles, show excellent agreement
with R12 , thus firmly establishing that both arcs 2 and 3 are due to the

x ,..'' .- ,

C@02: 1% "V20 3,,,

o d.c. . ",

ac Fig. 3. Conductivity plots for a
lop a Ce0 2 :1% Y203 sample. Upper curve,

obtained from the intersection R23represents the lattice conductivity.
Lower curve, consisting of a.c.

- measurements from R12 intersection,
b as well as d.c. 4-probe data, is

dominated by the grain-boundary
- ,effect. From Ref. [9].

Pr4

0.6 1.0 12 14 1 ~ 2.0 2.2 2A 2.6
1000/ T
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electrolyte. Both curves can be fitted to the conventional Arrhenius-type

relation

aT B exp (-H/kT) (6)

in which H is the activation enthalpy.

We have obtained useful information from each of the three arcs.
From arc 3 we have obtained the lattice conductivity as a function of
temperature, composition and dopant [9,10]. Considering that oxygen-ion
vacancies are introduced as charge compensation for the dopant ions, one
might expect a monotonically increasing conductivity as the dopant concen-
tration increases. It is found instead that a goes through a sharp maxi-
mum as a function of dopant concentration as shown for Y203 dopant in
Fig. 4. At the same time, the activation enthalpy goes through a minimum.
These results show that strong defect interactions suppress the conductiv-
ity beyond a concentration of 4-6 mole % dopant. The study of defect
interactions in systems of high concentration is a subject of great inter-
est and one which requires further study. Similarly, it was found that
for different trivalent cation dopants of the same composition, the high-
est conductivity and lowest activation enthalpy H occur for a dopant whose
size is closest to that of the host cation [10]. Such a result means that
strain energy terms play an important role in determining H, a result that
has recently been verified by computer simulation calculations [11]. From
a practical viewpoint, these studies show how best to optimize the lattice
conductivity with respect to dopant species and dopant concentration.

In most applications of solid electrolytes, one wishes to achieve the
maximunr possible overall d.c. ronductivity. Accordingly the grain-boundary
effect cannot be ignored. In fact, Fig. 3 shows that the overall conduc-
tivity can be as much as lOOx lower than the lattice conductivity due to
the grain-boundary effect. Similar effects are prevalent for other solid
electrolytes, e.g. in a-alumina which is the electrolyte in the much pub-
licized sodium-sulfur battery [12]. In the present case, particularly
because Hgb >> Ht (see Fig. 3), we can only interpret the electrical

1.4 - 1T6

1.2 - CFf? .

1. 1Fig. 4. Variation of conductivity
a (at 182 'C) and of activation
enthalpy with composition, for

1.0 , CeO 2 - Y203 solid solutions. From
1.0 Ref. [9] . ..

0.0 - -O

0.6 10"I

% Y203

--
%,U.



effects in terms of the existence of a continuous (very poorly conducting)
blocking layer, presumably associated with grain boundaries. In order to
verify the presence of such a layer and to determine its origin, we exam-
ined thinned (ion-milled) samples by STEM (scanning transmission electron
microscopy) in combination with microanalysis by EDAX (Energy Dispersive
X-ray Microanalysis) and EELS (Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy) [13].
A number of microstructural features were observed in this study, but the
one most relevant seemed to be the presence of "thick boundaries", as
shown in Fig. 5, i.e. layers of 500A thickness which seem to be contin-
uous. These were generally found to be an amorphous phase which had Si as
its major cationic constituent. This silica-type phase did not surround
each grain, however, but appeared around a small agglomerate of grains.
In order to determine whether the presence of Si as an impurity is indeed
responsible for the grain-boundary effect, we have very recently succeeded
in preparing doped ceria samples from starting materials that were essen-
tially silicon free. Our measurements show that in such a material the
grain boundary effect is virtually eliminated.

The remaining arc (arc 1 in Figs. lb and 2) is that due to electrode
effects. Actually electrode processes are very complex and rarely giverise to just a single arc [14]. For the case of oxygen-ion conductors, we

have carried out extensive studies with porous Pt-paste electrodes as well
as a variety of others [15]. The simplest behavior (i.e., a single de-
pressed arc) was observed for freshly prepared Pt-paste electrodes at rel-
atively high oxygen partial pressures. With the aid of an auxiliary tech- t. -
nique, called the current-interruption method [15], it was possible to
show that, in this simplest case, the electrode process is controlled by a
charge-transfer mechanism, in which an adsorbed oxygen adatom Oad under-
goes the reaction

Oad + 2e- + Vo = 0
= + Vad

where Vo and Vad are lattice oxygen vacancy and vacant adsorbed site, re-
spectively. The cathodic reaction goes from left to right and the anodic

Fig. 5. STEM
microstructure of a
sintered Ce02:6%
Gd2O sample show-
ing thick bound-
aries" of an
amorphous silica
phase. From Ref.
(13].
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in reverse. At low oxygen pressures or when the electrode has aged under
high temperature or high current, an increase in Z" on the low-frequency
side of the arc takes place. This is related to a transport limited pro- . ..
cess, or "concentration polarization."

DIELECTRIC AND ANELASTIC RELAXATION.- ..
Because of important similarities we will treat these two techniques ®r

"" together. In both cases an alternating field is used, electric and stress
fields, respectively. We measure the fractional energy loss per cycle in

% the form of the quantity tan 6, where 6 is the angle by which the response
(polarization or strain, respectively) lags behind the applied field. In
both cases the simplest behavior takes the form of the well-known Debye
peak as a function of frequency:

tan 6 = A WT/(1 + W2 T2 ) (7) *24
where A is a measure of the strength of the relaxation process and T is

the relaxation time. In the-case of dielectric or anelastic relaxations
due to defect pairs (or higher clusters), A is proportional to the defect
concentration and to the square of the electric or elastic dipole strength
of the defect, respectively. On the other hand, the reciprocal T-1 is
related to the frequency of the controlling ionic migration process and is
therefore thermally activated:

T = vo exp (-Hr/kT) (8)

where Hr is the activation enthalpy for relaxation. Because of Eqs. (7)
and (8), it is possible to observe tan 6 either as a peak in frequency at
constant temperature or a peak in temperature at constant frequency. For
more complex processes, tan 6 must be written as a summation over expres-
sions of the type Eq. (7),and the corresponding peak is then broader than a
simple Debye peak [16].

For dielectric relaxation an alternative to the a.c. tan 6 measurement .
is available. It is called the TSDC (thermally stimulated depolarization
current) method (also known as ITC) [17]. This method offers an extremely
high sensitivity and therefore can detect the reorientation, under elec-
tric field, of electric dipoles at concentrations as low as I ppm. It has
been applied to ceramics of the type already discussed [18], but for lack
of space we will not be able to cover this work here.

To illustrate the use of these relaxation techniques we turn instead
to a different problem, that of the frequency instability of quartz crys-
tals. It is well known that a-quartz, due to its piezoelectric property,
can be fabricated into resonators that vibrate at a fixed frequency. A .

common application is to control time pieces (i.e. watches). But appllca-
tions of such resonators to controlling satellites and guidance systems
demand far greater frequency stability, often to as much as I part in 10
or 101 , even in radiation environments. Frequency instabilities under
irradiation are found to be closely linked to impurities present in these
crystals, one of the most important of which are alkali ions, e.g. Na+ or
Li + [19]. These alkalis are present in the crystal as compensation for the
impurity Al" , which sits on Si4 + site and is deficient one positive charge.
In recent years, techniques have been developed for replacing alkalis by
H+ or one alkali with another by a process of electrodiffuslon or
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"sweeping" [20]. In this process the crystal is treated at elevated tem-
perature under a strong d.c. electric field in an appropriate environment.
Also, methods of hydrothermal growth have made possible the production of
synthetic quartz crystals that are often far lower in impurity content
than natural crystals. Figure 6 shows the effect of electron irradiation
at room temperature on three quartz crystals, a synthetic and a natural, ' .,.
both as grown, and on the same synthetic crystal after sweeping to replace
alkali ions with H+ . The scale of frequency changes in this graph is very
large compared to the best present-day requirements. Nevertheless, the
figure shows that H sweeping greatly reduces the frequency change that
takes place under irradiation. Thus we see that alkalis contribute to Sf.

One reason for a frequency offset at room temperature can be the r

occurrence of an anelastic relaxation peak at lower temperatures. TheWr'I I I5 
MHz

JAI-- S@SOPO
NATURAL QUARTZ

Fig. 7. Anelastic loss (in-
ternal friction, Q-1) of a Na-
doped quartz crystal as a func-
tion of temperature. From
Ref. [20].

we1
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formal theory of anelasticity [16] shows that the presence of an anelastic
peak given by Eq. (7) produces a frequency depression

6f/f A/2 (9) %

at all temperatures above the peak, where 6f is the change in frequency
relative to a defect-free crystal. In other words, to understand a fre-
quency offset at room temperature requires that we know about relaxation
peaks that occur below room temperature. Such peaks are indeed prevalent.
For quartz crystals containing Na+ , a prominent pair of anelastic peaks is
found at low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 7. A comparable pair of peaks .
is ooserved in dielectric relaxation [223. These have low activation
energies (Hr = 0.05 and 0.14 eV, respectively) and are attributed to the " '4

Na+ being bound to a substitutional A13+, with the Na+ residing in the in-

terstitial channel. No such peaks due to Al-Li pairs have been found in
spite of a careful search for them [23], presumably because the Li+ sits
on a 2-fold axis of symmetry. Irradiation produces important changes in
these defects. Electron-hole pairs generated serve to free alkali ions
from the Al3+ and to create Al-h (aluminum-hole) pairs instead. The mi-
gration of the alkali can be observed as conductivity enhancement immedi-
ately after irradiation [24]. It is not yet clear which defects serve as
the traps at which the alkali ions terminate, but such trapping sites prob-
ably also capture one or more electrons. The Al-Na peaks are eliminated
or reduced by the irradiation and, instead, new large peaks can be observed
both by anelastic and dielectric loss measurements. Figure 8 shows such
dielectric loss peaks for both Na+ - and Li+- containing crystals. Similar
anelastic peaks have been observed [25). It is not yet clear as to whether
these peaks are due to Al-h centers or to alkali centers which are created

-by the trapping of Li+ or Na+ freed by the irradiation. Nevertheless,

120 -. 165 TOYO SUPREME (IRRAD.)

100LU SWEPT

so E Fig. 8. Dielectric loss of Li-
swept, Na-swept and H-swept
rom-emertue -irrditinsynthetic quartz following2 60 -room-temperature X-irradiation.

• o IFrom Ref. [243.
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Eq. (9) shows that the elimination of a low-temperature anelastic relax-
ation peak by irradiation results in an increase in frequency, while the
creation of a new peak results in a frequency decrease. Thus, it is clear
that the solution to questions concerning frequency instabilities at room
temperature lies in a better understanding of these low-temperature relax-
ation phenomena.

In conclusion, it was intended to show how the methods described t
herein give insight into ionic migration in ceramic materials. These meth-
ods can be usefully complemented by other widely used techniques such as
diffusion and NMR measurements. Together, they give the type of insight I
into defect migration mechanisms that make it possible to eliminate prac-
tical problems or to determine conditions of maximum performance.
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